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Clyde Stinson and Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson.
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2. Executive Summary
In September 2013, the City of Gaithersburg contracted with Mimar Architects, Inc.
(MAI) of Baltimore, MD to provide this study under Task Order M2013-105 which
includes a survey and analysis of the remaining structures located on the England-Crown
Farm at 403 Decoverly Drive, which will be deeded over to the City of Gaithersburg for
use as a City park.
This study is being undertaken subsequent to a fire which destroyed several of the
agricultural buildings on the site on May 29, 2011. The site was previously deemed
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and has been designated by
the City of Gaithersburg Historic District Commission as a local historic site. Remaining
structures on the parcel to be deeded to the City include two silos, a 19th century corn crib
and attached shed additions, a concrete block garage with attached storage shed, and a
corrugated metal grain bin. The 19th century Manor House, smoke house, and early log
house are located in close proximity but will remain in private ownership and are
currently undergoing rehabilitation.
Although several studies of the property were conducted before the fire occurred, this
study is meant to determine whether much of the information in those reports remains
valid.
Specifically, this report addresses the following:
1. With several major buildings having been lost, should the remaining structures
continue to be listed as historic
2. What is the current condition of the structures and what problems will need to be
addressed
3. What treatment options would be appropriate under The Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Historic Properties
4. What potential uses can the structures serve
5. What costs should be budgeted to address their initial preservation, rehabilitation,
or restoration, and their future maintenance

Historic Designation
Although several important buildings were lost in the fire, the remaining buildings clearly
are identifiable as an early farmstead. All of the structures continue to meet the criteria
that was used by the Historic District Commission when the structures were designated
historic in 2008.
These criteria included:
(1) Historic and Cultural Significance
a. Has character, interest or value as part of the development, heritage or
cultural characteristics of the city and county;
3

b. Exemplifies the cultural, economic, social, political or historic heritage of
the city and its communities.
2. Architectural and Design Significance
a. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction;
d. Represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack distinction;
e. Represents an established and familiar visual feature of the neighborhood,
community, or city due to its singular physical characteristic or landscape;
or
f. Embodies design, setting, materials, workmanship, and ambience to the
city's sense of time, place and historic development.
The remaining structures on the site still meet these criteria. Therefore, the conclusion of
this report is that the remaining structures should continue to be designated as historic.
Existing Conditions
The remaining structures are structurally stable. Problems of repair relate primarily to
maintenance items which have been neglected for many years. The work required to
Preserve, Rehabilitate, or Restore them is primarily reparative in nature.
Silos
The northern silo needs a new roof and the exterior needs to be caulked and re-coated to
prevent hairline cracks from opening due to moisture infiltration and freeze thaw action.
Several feet of decomposed silage should be removed from the interior. The southern silo
requires several hoops to be refastened and concrete patching and painting completed on
the exterior. Vines need to be removed from the exterior of both silos and some regrading completed around the base. The small one-story structures at the base of the silos
require repairs to the roof and masonry, introduction of new window and doors, and
painting.
Corn Crib
The corn crib is the most important historic structure on the site but also requires the most
repair. The original structure needs repairs to the stone foundation walls; repairs to the
timber framing; restoration of windows and doors; repair or replacement of wood
clapboards; repair or replacement of the sheet metal roof; and painting of the exterior.
The attached sheds require repairs to foundation walls and framing; repair of the doors;
repair or replacement of wood clapboards; repair or replacement of the sheet metal roof;
and painting of the exterior.
Garage / Storage Building
The concrete block building and adjacent storage shed are in relatively good condition.
They require repair of the doors; repair or replacement of the sheet metal roofs; and
painting of the exterior.
4

Metal Grain Bin
The metal grain bin requires replacement of the lowest section of corrugated metal
panels; installation of a door; and re-coating or replacement of the roof.
Treatment Options
Three treatment options are provided for each Problem of Repair identified with the
structures in accordance with The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Preservation,
Rehabilitation, or Restoration. The three Standards are similar but each follows a slightly
different philosophical approach. Preservation Standards require that historic fabric be
conserved instead of replaced and is generally more restrained in the amount of work
envisioned. Rehabilitation Standards are used when changes are necessary to
accommodate a new or updated use of a structure. Restoration Standards are used when it
is desired to return a structure to its appearance at a specific point in history.
Because these are relatively simple structures and most of the work is reparative, there is
significant overlap between the three treatment options for these structures.

Potential Uses
The structures covered by this report are relatively small scale. It would be difficult to
significantly alter the structures for a more extensive use that wouldn't destroy their
historic character. The proposed uses therefore keep the internal volumes fairly intact
except for possibly the creation of toilet rooms.
Generally, potential uses of the structures relate to their educational use or as program
space for the park or community garden. Such uses could include equipment storage,
staging space for festivals, farmers market, bicycle rental, warming station for winter
activities, and a petting farm. Ultimately, the use of the buildings will likely support the
type of park program that the City develops at England-Crown Farm. Any development
of the park should maintain enough open space to preserve the historic context of the site.
Budget Costs
Budget costs are provided for the various treatment options for maintenance problems.
Programs that might require additional work would have to be budgeted separately. As
the structures are not facing immediate threat, these costs could be spread out over
several years. However, it would be prudent to monitor their condition and budget for
their repair over the next several years. Certain items, once they have failed can cause
exponential damage. It is vitally important to repair any leaking roofs or insect infestation
immediately.
Cyclical Maintenance
Fortunately, these agricultural buildings require relatively low maintenance. Once the
deferred maintenance items are addressed on-going maintenance will be fairly minimal. It
will primarily be associated with keeping the structures painted, roofs in good order, and
vegetation cut back.
5

3. Introduction
In September 2013, the City of Gaithersburg contracted with Mimar Architects, Inc.
(MAI) of Baltimore, MD to provide this study under Task Order M2013-105 which
includes a survey and analysis of the England-Crown Farm at 403 Decoverly Drive. MAI
has engaged Mark Thaler, AIA, Architect, a historical architect from Nassau, NY to
assist in the investigation and preparation of this report.
This study is being undertaken subsequent to a fire which destroyed several of the
agricultural buildings on the site on May 29, 2011.
The purpose of the study is to provide a current analysis of the existing condition of the
remaining structures on the parcel which is proposed to be transferred to the City;
recommendations for preservation, rehabilitation, and restoration options for those
structures; budget costs for those options and subsequent maintenance; what potential
uses the structures could serve; and whether the remaining structures should continue to
be deemed historic after the loss of several of the structures in 2011.
The structures which are being evaluated in this study include two silos, a corn crib and
attached additions, a garage and attached addition, and a metal corn bin. The Manor
House, Log House, and Smoke House which were part of the original farmstead are
located on a separate privately owned parcel and are not within the scope of this study.
Figure 2. Map of
structures on the
England-Crown
farmstead. Lot 35 is
privately owned and
not part of this
study. The
highlighted
structures are the
subject of this
report. The
remaining structures
on Parcel C were
destroyed by fire in
2011. Aerial image
from Google Maps
and was taken
during construction
of surrounding
housing circa 20112012.
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4. Historical Background and Designation
The England-Crown farmstead incorporates structures from the mid-19th century through
the late 20th century. In 1974, a nomination form for inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places was prepared for the site by the Maryland Historical Trust. The site, then
known as 192 Fields Road was outside of the city limits and was owned by Mrs. Forrest
Crown. 1 It remained a working farm at that time.
In 1976, England-Crown Farm, site 20/17 was included in the Locational Atlas and
Inventory of Historic Sites as part of the Maryland National Capital Parks and Planning
Commission’s survey effort to identify potential historic resources within the county. 2 In
1984, the Montgomery County Planning Board added the site to the Master Plan for
Historic Preservation under the following criteria:
1.

2.

Historical and Cultural Significance
A. The historic resource has character, interest, or value as part of the
development, heritage or cultural characteristics of the county, state, or
region.
Architectural and design significance
A.
The historic resource embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction.
C.
The historic resource possesses high artistic value.

In 1996, the Maryland Historical Trust determined that the site was eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places. The Maryland Historical Trust Internal NREligibility Review Form notes that:
The England/Crown Farm is an approximately 47-acre farm complex which
includes a late 19th-century dwelling and several agricultural buildings and
domestic outbuildings from the 19th and 20th centuries. The property is a well
preserved farm complex which operated throughout its history as a dairy farm by
the England, Garrett and Crown families. The dairy farming operations ceased in
1990 and the property may currently be under consideration for subdivision and
development.

The Review Form goes on to note that the property is eligible for listing on the National
Register under Criteria A and C. National Register Criteria A relates to sites, “That are
associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
our history.” Criteria C relates to sites, “That embody the distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, or method of construction or that represent the work of a master, or that

1

Maryland Historical Trust Worksheet, Nomination Form for the National Register of Historic Places,
England/Crown Farm, 192 Fields Road, Gaithersburg, Montgomery County, Maryland, dated August 20,
1974.
2
EHT Traceries, Inc., England/Crown Farm Report, August 2006, p. 1
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possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction.” 3
Subsequently, the owners of the property petitioned the City of Gaithersburg for
annexation.
The Mayor & City Council approved the Crown Farm annexation, application X-182, into
the City August 7, 2006 by resolution R-82-06. In addition to the annexation approval, the
Mayor & City Council also established MXD (Mixed Use Development) zoning for the
Crown Farm and approved the associated sketch plan by ordinance O-8-06. The approved
sketch plan was based upon and further defined by the approved X-182 Annexation
Agreement.
The sketch plan and agreement established a mix of uses including 2,250 residential units in
a variety of dwelling unit types and 320,000 square feet of commercial/retail development,
divided among six (6) Neighborhoods. Two of the Neighborhoods would have neither
housing nor commercial components; one is a future Montgomery County school site
(Neighborhood 6) and the other (Neighborhood 4), a 5.7 acre City park.
The original developers for the Crown Farm went into bankruptcy and the project was
stopped. The project was purchased out of bankruptcy in January of 2010 and the current
owners submitted a revised sketch plan application, Z-315, and a Second Amendment to the
X-182 Annexation Agreement. Currently construction has begun in Neighborhoods 1 & 2. 4

The structures which are the subject of this report are located in the proposed 5.7 acre
City park noted above.
On February 19, 2008 the Mayor and City Council adopted resolution HD-01-08
pursuant to section 24-226 of The City Code, approving the designation of the EnglandCrown Farm as a local historic resource within the City of Gaithersburg (HD-34). 5
At this time, the barns which were located on the site during each of the previous historic
determinations were still extant and undamaged by fire. These structures were all
identified as historic resources on the site and certainly helped to identify the site as a
former farmstead. Their destruction by fire on May 29, 2011 was an unfortunate loss.
However, each of the structures which remain were individually noted as contributing to
the historic agricultural character of the site when the City designated England-Crown
Farm as a local historic resource. Although the silos and dairy barn were discussed as a
single entity, they were in fact free-standing structures that were constructed subsequent
to the barn and merely attached at the base for convenience of getting the silage to the

3

Maryland Historical Trust Internal NR-Eligibility Review Form, England/Crown Farm, 9800 Fields Road,
Gaithersburg, Montgomery County, Maryland, dated September 20, 1996.
4
City of Gaithersburg Request for Task Order Proposal M2013-105, dated May 15, 2013.
5
City of Gaithersburg Request for Task Order Proposal M2013-105, dated May 15, 2013.
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livestock. Many farms have free-standing silos so their historic merit is not diminished by
the loss of the dairy barn.
The Gaithersburg Historic District Commission found that the England-Crown Farm met
the criteria for designation as a local historic site as set forth in Section 24-226 of the City
Code. Specifically, the criteria which was met included:
1.

Historical and Cultural Significance
a. Has character, interest or value as part of the development, heritage or
cultural characteristics of the city and county;
d. Exemplifies the cultural, economic, social, political, or historic
heritage of the city and its communities.

2.

Architectural and Design Significance
a. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction;
d. Represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction;
e. Represents an established and familiar visual feature of the
neighborhood, community or city due to its singular physical
characteristic or landscape, or;
f. Embodies design, setting, materials, workmanship, and ambience to
the city's sense of time, place and historic development.

The following structures were included in the designation:
4.

The Corn Crib Barn – Building N and Small Barn, Building Q, in that they meet the
criteria as defined in 24-226(b)(1)(a) and 24-226(b)(2)(a)(d)(e)(f). These buildings
exemplify a method that was used on farms for storing corn that is prototypical of the
way it was done in the original day of the farm. It has a rubble stone foundation that
appears to be in good shape. It demonstrates a part of the history of the economics of the
farm. Because it is in good condition, it is worthy of being preserved. It is a distinctive
building and one of the oldest structures on the site.

6.

Dairy Barn – Building R-1 and Two Silos, in that they meet the criteria as defined
in 24-226(b)(1)(d) and 24-226(b)(2)(a)(e)(f). The dairy barn has a distinctive
architectural style and the barns and silos speak of the economic heart of the farm. The
silos and barn are in good condition.

9.

Metal Corn Storage Bin – Building G-1, in that it meets the criteria as defined in
24-226(b)(1)(a) and (d) and 24-226(b)(2)(e). This is a distinctive building and establishes
the farm setting. It presents a contrast to the corn crib, even though they were used for
the same purpose. It shows how the farm had grown and evolved. Visually, it is almost as
common as the silos.

10.

Garage/Storage – Building J and Storage – Building J1, in that they meet the criteria as
defined in 24-226(b)(2)(f). These buildings are part of the historic setting. They are
utilitarian structures to the site and are in good condition.
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When the barns burned in 2011, the context of the site was undeniably changed and some
important assets were lost. The barns were important early twentieth century structures
that helped bridge the gap between the late 19th century structures and the mid to late 20th
century structures that remain. Even more drastically, the context was changed when the
fields were developed into town housing, Decoverly Road and Steinbeck Avenue were
constructed, and the parcel was sub-divided, but these changes were already anticipated
when the site was designated. However, despite the loss of the barns in 2011, the site
continues to be a recognizable historic farmstead and the criteria under which the
remaining structures were designated as a local historic resource has not changed,
including the silos which despite the loss of the barns continue to meet criteria 24226(b)(1)(d) and 24-226(b)(2)(a)(e)(f). Each structure helps to reinforce the historic
agricultural setting. With the loss of the barns it is all the more important that all of the
existing buildings be retained. The loss of any of these structures would further diminish
how the site can be understood through its evolution of over a century.
When the farmstead was designated a historic resource by the City in 2008, the
designation related to all of the structures which remain on both the future City park
parcel and the privately owned parcel and surrounding context. This designation, as
opposed to that of a historic site where individual structures have the designation of
historic, was very much in keeping with the why the site was originally listed by the
Montgomery County Planning Board to the Master Plan for Historic Preservation and
why it was deemed eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. It is the
grouping and the context of the farm which is of primary importance. However, while all
of the structures help to tell the evolution of the site, it is possible that the original
designation might not have designated all of these structures as historic if it was
understood at the time that some of them were constructed as late as the 1980s. Usually,
structures must be 50 years old to obtain such designation.
To maintain the context of the farm it will be necessary to maintain open space around
the structures. Without some open space the buildings/structures could completely lose
their context. It is now impossible to think of the area where the townhouses are being
constructed as farmland. Similarly, if the City Park site was heavily landscaped the
individual farm buildings could lose that connection as well. At that point, their
connection with one another as providing some of the history of agriculture in
Montgomery County would be lost. Of the structures remaining only those on the private
parcel and the original corn crib on the City park site would retain historic value due to
their architectural merits. The historic resource designation is more appropriate as it
addresses the entire farmstead site.
The exact amount of open area needed to maintain this context is difficult to quantify.
However, the primary view shed from the corner of Decoverly Road and Steinbeck
Avenue as seen in Figure 71 should be respected. If landscaping or structures are
developed in this area they should not obscure the view of the remaining structures or
compete with them visually.
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England-Crown Farm is the best remaining example of a farmstead in the City of
Gaithersburg. There remains enough context that the agricultural history of Gaithersburg
and Montgomery County can be remembered here. Due to ever increasing development
pressure within the area it will become increasingly important as a rare surviving
example within Montgomery County as well.
Since the Manor House, Log House, and Smoke House are part of the historic resource
but remain in private ownership, the City should endeavor to ensure that they are
properly maintained and that modifications to the buildings and that site are in keeping
with their historic designation.
If anything were to happen to the house it would be a major loss to the site, just as the
loss of the barns was. It would be much more difficult to understand the relationship of
how the England, Garrett, and Crown families lived and worked on the site. The Historic
District Commission should review any potential alteration work or demolition of the
property by private owners before any work could take place. While the erection of a
fence would not be unreasonable, and currently permitted under existing ordinances,
issues of design and height should be closely reviewed by the City beforehand. In many
instances, fences were erected to keep farm animals away from the house and within their
pastures or farmyards. These would typically be low open fences unlike the closed board
high stockade fences often seen today.
Based on the above, it is the recommendation of this report that the site continue its
designation as a local historic resource and that the Mayor and City Council consider
whether the newer structures should continue to be designated historic although not yet
reaching 50 years of age.

Figure 3. Circa early 20th century view of England-Crown Farm with Manor House at the right.
Note the Corn Crib, Building N, at the center left of photo. This photo was taken before the
erection of the first concrete stave silo which would have appeared at the far left. Photo courtesy
of Mr. Clyde Stinson and Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson.
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5. Existing Conditions and Treatment Options
On October 14 and 15, 2013 Mark Thaler, AIA of Mark Thaler, AIA, Architect and
Cyrus Mechanic, PE of Mimar, Inc. made a visual inspection of the Metal Corn Storage
Bin, Building G-1; Garage/Storage Building J and Storage Building J-1; Corn Crib Barn,
Building N and attached additions; and two silos which were adjacent to the former Dairy
Barn, Building R-1.
These structures all require some repair. Following the description of each structure and
its existing condition, treatment options are discussed for their preservation,
rehabilitation, or restoration. These treatments follow The Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards are used throughout the country when work is
required on historic properties. Many preservation agencies require adherence to the
Standards.
The National Park Service, which developed and interprets the Standards, notes on their
website www.nps.gov that:
The Standards are neither technical nor prescriptive, but are intended to promote
responsible preservation practices that help protect our Nation's irreplaceable cultural
resources. For example, they cannot, in and of themselves, be used to make essential
decisions about which features of the historic building should be saved and which can be
changed. But once a treatment is selected, the Standards provide philosophical
consistency to the work.
The four treatment approaches are Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and
Reconstruction, outlined below in hierarchical order and explained:
The first treatment, Preservation, places a high premium on the retention of all historic
fabric through conservation, maintenance and repair. It reflects a building's continuum
over time, through successive occupancies, and the respectful changes and alterations
that are made.
Rehabilitation, the second treatment, emphasizes the retention and repair of historic
materials, but more latitude is provided for replacement because it is assumed the
property is more deteriorated prior to work. (Both Preservation and Rehabilitation
standards focus attention on the preservation of those materials, features, finishes,
spaces, and spatial relationships that, together, give a property its historic character.)
Restoration, the third treatment, focuses on the retention of materials from the most
significant time in a property's history, while permitting the removal of materials from
other periods.
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Reconstruction, the fourth treatment, establishes limited opportunities to re-create a
non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or object in all new materials.

Standards for Reconstruction would not be appropriate for the existing structures that are
the focus of this report. However, if the City ever contemplated replacing any of the
structures which were lost in 2011, those Standards would then be appropriate. The
Standards for the first three treatment options are as follows:
Standards for Preservation
Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain
the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, including
preliminary measures to protect and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the
ongoing maintenance and repair of historic materials and features rather than extensive
replacement and new construction. New exterior additions are not within the scope of
this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties functional is
appropriate within a preservation project.
1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the
retention of distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a
treatment and use have not been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary,
stabilized until additional work may be undertaken.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement
of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial
relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work
needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve existing historic materials and features
will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and
properly documented for future research.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will
be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to determine the
appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration requires
repair or limited replacement of a distinctive feature, the new material will match the old
in composition, design, color, and texture.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
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Standards for Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a
property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or
features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires
minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of
distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that
characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural
features or elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will
be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature
will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement
of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy
historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The
new work shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the
property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a
manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would be unimpaired.
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Standards for Restoration
Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features,
and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the
removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing
features from the restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties
functional is appropriate within a restoration project.
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use which reflects the
property's restoration period.
2. Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained and preserved. The
removal of materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that
characterize the period will not be undertaken.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work
needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve materials and features from the restoration
period will be physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and
properly documented for future research.
4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods will
be documented prior to their alteration or removal.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize the restoration period will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired rather than
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible,
materials.
7. Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be substantiated by
documentary and physical evidence. A false sense of history will not be created by adding
conjectural features, features from other properties, or by combining features that never
existed together historically.
8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved in place.
If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed.
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Metal Corn Storage Bin, Building G-1
Existing Condition
The metal grain bin was installed on the site in 1976. 6 The grain bin was manufactured
by Unico, which has since gone out of business. These type of grain bins are still
manufactured however.

Figure 4. View of Metal
Corn Storage Bin, Building
G-1 taken in December
2007. Note that the doors
consisted of a single outswinging door and a pair of
in-swinging doors. These
have since been removed
along with the UNICO sign
above the doors. The wood
frame shed to the left of the
grain bin is no longer
extant. Photo courtesy of the
City of Gaithersburg.

The bin is supported by a poured in place concrete slab which remains in good condition.
The slab extends 9" above grade near the door which is located on the southern side of
the bin and extends 24" above grade at the rear of the bin where the existing grade slopes
away. There are three steel clips measuring 2 ½" wide x 3/16" thick embedded in the
concrete which are bolted to the sides of the bin.
The bin itself has an interior diameter of 17'-10" and the walls are constructed of rings of
corrugated galvanized steel sheets which are bolted together. There is no internal
framework. Each corrugated sheet measures 116" long, which includes a three inch
overlap between adjacent panels, by 34-2/3" high with 32" exposed as panels overlap the
panel below by one corrugation. The corrugations are 2-2/3" on center and are ½" deep.
Each panel has a horizontal row of thirteen bolts at the top and bottom of the panel at
approximately 9-1/2" on center and a double vertical row of bolts at the end of each panel
2-2/3" on center vertically.
The lowest ring of the bin is constructed of a partial sheet which has 19" exposed
between the concrete slab and the next higher ring of sheets. There are four additional
rings above this. The total height of the walls is 12' - 3" above the concrete slab.
6

Telephone conversation between Mark Thaler, AIA and Mr. Daniel Stinson, son of Mr. Clyde Stinson and
Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson, November 26, 2013.
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The corrugated sheets are stamped with the logo of the US Steel Corporation and were
manufactured at the Fairless Works, a steel plant located near Philadelphia which opened
in 1952 and ceased operation in 1991 as well as the Irvin Works, a steel plant near
Pittsburgh that is still operational.
The roof is a 24-faceted roof constructed of galvanized metal sheets. Each section has a
1-1/4" high rib between them. The roof has a ventilated cap at the apex and an
observation/escape hatch on the southern side of the roof. The height from the underside
of the cap to the concrete slab floor is 16'-0".
There is one 12" wide interior 4-rung ladder to reach the escape hatch; a 12-1/2" wide
exterior 8-rung ladder which provides access to the roof; and there are 4 rungs which are
mounted to the roof ribs and provide access to the cap.
The door opening measures 32" wide by 61" tall and the doors have been removed. The
bottom of the doorway is located 11-1/2" above the concrete slab.
Problems of Repair
1. The lowest partial height ring of corrugated sheets which composes the base of the
walls is severely corroded and has numerous areas where there is no longer any panel
left.
2. The existing anchorage of the silo to the concrete slab is insufficient to meet modern
updraft requirements.
3. The exterior surface of the roof is uniformly corroded and no longer has any galvanic
protection. Although the roof is currently sound, if the roof does not receive
protection from the elements it will continue to corrode and will ultimately leak and
fail.
4. There are spots where the galvanizing has failed on the wall panels.
5. Many of the bolts are beginning to corrode.
6. There is approximately 6" of decomposing silage on the floor which creates a stench
and could attract vermin.
7. There are no doors on the structure.
8. The original UNICO sign has been removed.
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Figure 5. View of Metal Corn Storage Bin, Building G-1. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 6. Decomposing silage within the bin has caused the wall panels to corrode at their base.
Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 7. The existing anchorage of the silo to the concrete is insufficient to meet modern uplift
requirements. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 8. The roof is corroded. If not protected, the metal will rust through. Photo taken October
2013.

Figure 9. There are spots where the
galvanizing has failed on the wall panels.
Note the corrosion on the bolts. If not
protected, the metal will rust through and
the bolts can fail. Photo taken October
2013.
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Treatment Options
Preservation Treatments
1.
Provide an additional row of new galvanized corrugated steel sheets at the base of
the wall. This will provide structural stability to the walls while maximizing
retention of original materials.
2.
Provide additional clip angles at the interior of the bin which are bolted to the
wall panels and existing concrete.
3.
Gently remove surface rust from the roof and provide a new galvanic coating such
as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
4.
Gently remove surface rust from the wall panels and provide a new galvanic
coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
5.
Coat existing bolts with a new galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite
Galvanizing Repair or ZRC Cold Galvanizing Compound.
6.
Remove decomposed silage and wash down concrete slab.
7.
No action required.
8.
No action required.
Rehabilitation Treatments
While no use has yet to be determined for this structure it is possible that some sort of
limited storage could occur here.
1.
Replace the row of galvanized corrugated steel sheets at the base of the wall.
2.
Provide additional clip angles at the interior of the bin which are bolted to the
wall panels and existing concrete.
3.
Replace the roof with a new roof to match the original.
4.
Gently remove surface rust from the wall panels and provide a new galvanic
coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
5.
Replace the bolts.
6.
Remove decomposed silage and wash down concrete slab.
7.
Provide a new door.
8.
No action required.
Restoration Treatments
1.
Replace the row of galvanized corrugated steel sheets at the base of the wall.
2.
Provide additional clip angles at the interior of the bin which are bolted to the
wall panels and existing concrete.
3.
Replace the roof with a new roof to match the original.
4.
Gently remove surface rust from the wall panels and provide a new galvanic
coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
5.
Coat existing bolts with a new galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite
Galvanizing Repair or ZRC Cold Galvanizing Compound.
6.
Remove decomposed silage and wash down concrete slab.
7.
Provide a new out-swinging door and pair of in-swinging doors and hardware to
match the original.
7.
Provide a new UNICO sign to match the original.
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Garage/Storage – Building J and Storage – Building J1
Existing Condition
The Garage/Storage – Building J was constructed in the 1980s and was used as a machine
shop. Storage Building J1 was subsequently constructed as an attached shed and used to
store a tractor under cover. 7

Figure 10. Exterior view of the Garage / Storage Building J on the right and Storage Building J1
on the left. Photo taken October 2013.

Garage/Storage – Building J is a simple gabled roof rectangular building measuring
approximately 20'-8" wide by 30'-8" long constructed of concrete block. The length of the
building is oriented east to west with a large sliding door measuring 12'-0" wide by 11'-4"
high located at the western end of the building. The concrete block rises to a height of
11'-4" above the interior concrete floor slab. The eastern and western gable end walls are
wood framed above this height and covered with wooden clapboards. The interior is a
single space. The concrete block is stained red at the exterior walls, except on the north
which is unstained. The clapboards on the gable ends are painted white.
7

Telephone conversation between Mark Thaler, AIA and Mr. Daniel Stinson, son of Mr. Clyde Stinson and
Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson, November 26, 2013.
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An out-swinging flush hollow metal personnel door is located to the left of the sliding
door on the western façade. A similar door was formerly located on the southern façade
but has been removed and only the hollow metal frame remains. That opening has been
boarded over with a plywood panel on the interior.
The roof is framed with 2"x10" rafters approximately 24" on center. The rafters support
wooden purlins to which a galvanized sheet metal roof is attached. Within the roof, there
are two green fiberglass panels on both the north and south roof slope which serve as
skylights. There are white aluminum gutters along the northern and southern eaves which
are not as old as the building itself and possibly date from the 1990s. The downspout is
missing from the southern side and only a small section of downspout attached on the
northern side which penetrates the roof of Building J1.
The building was formerly electrified. The interior has a pair of 24" by 48" pendantmounted 4-lamp fluorescent light fixtures with light switches located near the personnel
door locations. Additionally, there is a small electrical panel located near the western
door. There are two fixtures located on the western gable. Both are mounted on conduit
and provided illumination for the surrounding area to the west of the building. The lower
fixture which was mounted above the sliding door has fallen. An additional fixture is
mounted at the eastern gable.
The building was also equipped with compressed air. There is piping located at the
western end of the garage on both the north and south walls. There is a regulator valve
remaining on the south wall. A basketball backstop is mounted on the east end of the
interior.
The building is currently being used to store materials for the rehabilitation of the Manor
House.
Storage Building J1 is a storage shed that was constructed on the northern side of
Garage/Storage Building J. This structure utilizes Building J as its southern wall and has
framed walls located on the east and north. The structure is open on the west. There is no
floor in this structure.
The roof is framed with 2"x8" rafters which rest on a ledger bolted to the concrete block
wall of Building J and slope down to a sill on the north wall. The rafters are located
approximately 24" on center and support wood purlins to which a galvanized sheet metal
roof is attached. Some of the rafters are doubled for the first eight feet from Building J.
There are four 6"x6" main pressure treated posts on the north wall which support sills
which span between them. Between the top and bottom sills are rough cut wood studs
which measure approximately 3" x 6" and located approximately 24" on center. At the
exterior, the walls are sheathed with ¾" x 10" boards with a 2-1/2" overlap. The boards
are stained red at the exterior.
Building J1 is currently filled with wood scraps and debris.
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Figure 11. Interior view of Building J
looking east. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 12. Interior view of Building J looking west. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 13.View of west and south facades of Building J. Photo taken June 2013.

Figure 14. View of east facades of Buildings J and J1 at right. Photo taken June 2013.
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Figure 15. View of
interior of Buildings
J1 looking east. Photo
taken October 2013.

Problems of Repair
Both Building J and J1 are in good structural condition with relatively minor problems of
repair. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

There is a small step crack in the concrete block at the northwest corner of
Building J.
The sliding door to Building J is off its track and requires repairs.
The personnel door on the southern façade of Building J is missing and the hollow
metal frame is rusted.
The personnel door on the western façade of Building J is off its hinges, hardware
is missing, and the hollow metal frame is rusted.
Building J is no longer electrified.
The light fixtures in Building J are inoperable and the exterior light fixture over
the sliding door is hanging and no longer adequately supported.
The galvanizing on the sheet metal roofing has failed on both Buildings J and J1.
One of the green fiberglass skylights on Building J is broken.
The downspouts on Building J are missing.
There is a hole in the roof of Building J1 where the northern downspout of
Building J was located.
There is graffiti on the concrete block walls of Building J at both the interior and
exterior.
There is graffiti on the exterior of the sliding door and remaining personnel door.
Both painted and stained exterior wall surfaces are worn.
The debris within Building J1 is a potential haven for vermin and a hazard.
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Treatment Options
Preservation Treatments
1.
Re-point the mortar at the crack.
2.
Repair and re-hang the existing sliding door.
3.
Replace the missing door and repair the frame.
4.
Repair the existing door and frame and replace missing hardware.
5.
No action required.
6.
Re-support damaged light fixture over sliding door.
7.
Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new
galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
8.
Replace the damaged skylight with a new green fiberglass panel to match the
original.
9.
Replace the missing downspouts with new ones to match the style of the original.
10.
Patch around the new downspout to minimize leakage.
11.
No action required at interior.
12.
Repaint doors to provide protection of the surface from the weather.
13.
Repaint and re-stain wooden and metal elements. Concrete block does not require
re-staining to protect against weathering.
14.
Remove debris from Building J1.

Rehabilitation Treatments
While no use has yet to be determined for this structure it is possible that storage could
occur here.
1.
Re-point the mortar at the crack.
2.
Repair and re-hang the existing sliding door.
3.
Replace the missing door and repair the frame.
4.
Replace the existing door and hardware and repair the frame.
5.
Re-electrify the building and provide new wiring.
6.
Replace the existing light fixtures.
7.
Replace the roof with a new galvanized sheet metal roof.
8.
Replace the skylights.
9.
Replace the missing downspouts.
10.
Avoid penetration of the roof on Building J1.
11.
Remove graffiti. Paint concrete block interior to suite new use and re-stain
exterior of concrete block to match existing red.
12.
Repaint doors to provide protection of the surface from the weather.
13.
Repaint and re-stain all exterior elements.
14.
Remove debris from Building J1.
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Restoration Treatments
1.
Re-point the mortar at the crack.
2.
Repair and re-hang the existing sliding door.
3.
Replace the missing door with a new flush hollow metal door and repair the
frame.
4.
Repair the existing door and frame and replace missing hardware to match the
original.
5.
Re-electrify the building and provide new wiring.
6.
Restore the existing light fixtures.
7.
Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new
galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair. Provide galvanizing
compound at roof. Patch hole at J1 downspout penetration.
8.
Replace the damaged skylight with a new green fiberglass panel to match the
original.
9.
Replace the missing downspouts.
10.
Avoid penetration of the roof on Building J1.
11.
Remove graffiti. Leave concrete block interior natural finish. Re-stain
exterior of concrete block to match existing red.
12.
Repaint doors to provide protection of the surface from the weather.
13.
Repaint and re-stain all exterior elements.
14.
Remove debris from Building J1.
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Corn Crib Barn – Building N and Adjacent Sheds N1, N2, and N3
Existing Condition
The Corn Crib Barn – Building N is one of the oldest surviving structures on the site. It
pre-dates the existing Manor House which was constructed circa 1894.

Figure 16. View of the north and west façades of the Corn Crib Barn – Building N and attached
sheds. Photo taken October 2013.

This style of corn crib was found
during the mid-19th century in rural
Maryland. There are three similar corn
cribs located within the Monacacy
National Battlefield in nearby
Frederick County. Dendrochronology
has identified the timbers of the Best
Farm corn crib as having been felled
around 1851.
Figure 17. View of similar corn crib
located on the Best Farm in Monacacy
National Battlefield, Frederick County,
Maryland and dated to circa 1851.
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The corn crib is a rectangular structure with a gable roof oriented east-west. The building
measures 24' – 2 ½" wide by 30' – 2 ½" long. At the center of the structure is a 14'-0"
wide opening with a height from grade to the underside of the second floor measuring
approximately 11' – 2 ½". On either side of this opening is a first floor corn crib
approximately 5'-0" wide by the length of the building. This area is raised approximately
2'-0" above grade to deter vermin. There are four mortared fieldstone foundation walls
measuring approximately 16" wide which support each long wall of the corn crib areas.
There is an access door at the east end of each corn crib area which measures 3'-9" wide
by 6'-9" tall. Inside the northern door is an internal stair which leads up to a second story
granary. Corn would normally be stored in the lower areas shucked but still on the cob
when it was placed here for storage. 8 The wagon would pull into the center area and the
corn would be forked into the corn cribs via the small doors located in the walls. 9 These
areas were well ventilated so that the corn could continue to dry. The walls which face
the center open area are sheathed with 1 ¼" thick vertical boards measuring 2 ½" to 3"
wide with a 1" air space between. These boards are nailed to the timber framing. The
exterior walls are sheathed with horizontal clapboards with a 5" exposure. Many, if not
all, these boards have been replaced over time. However, many of them could easily date
to the early 20th century. The south wall of the south corn crib area faces into an early
addition. This wall is sheathed with 1" thick by 6" wide vertical boards with a 1" air
space between them up to the level of the second floor. Above this area are horizontal
clapboards which have been protected within an early addition. The floor boards in the
corn crib areas are planks measuring 6 ½" – 10" wide with a 1" air space between them.
On the east end of the center bay, a large sliding door constructed of No. 2 pressure
treated wood has been installed. This door appears to date from the 1990s or 2000s.
When the door was installed, the diagonal braces were removed from the timber frame at
this opening.
The second floor of the building, which is 9' – 2 ½" above the floor of the corn crib areas,
consists of a single room which is accessed via a stair in the northeast corner. There are
3'-11" high knee walls at the north and south sides above which the exposed roof pitches
up to the ridge which is 12'-9" above the floor. Tightly spaced vertical tongue and groove
boards measuring ¾" thick by 3 ½" wide ring the room at the height of the knee walls to
provide a bin which could hold grain. There are similar horizontal boards which pass in
front of the stair and access requires climbing over. Those boards may have been added
later. There is a second story door at the east end of the room and there are two window
openings at each gable end. During the mid-later 20th century this area was typically used
to store barley or wheat. 10 At this time, grain would normally be blown through one of
the windows 11, originally it would have been brought up through the door on the east
gable end.
8

Telephone conversation between Mark Thaler, AIA and Mr. Daniel Stinson, son of Mr. Clyde Stinson and
Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson, November 26, 2013.
9
Ibid
10
Ibid
11
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Within the floor of the room, which is composed of 1" thick by 3 ¼" wide tongue and
groove flooring, are two small holes which allowed grain to be dropped down to a wagon
below when needed to feed the livestock.
The four windows on the second floor are missing. Three of the openings have been
boarded over. There is one broken six pane sash which is located on the ground in front
of the building and another on the floor in the second floor. These measure 32" wide by
36" high. The window openings on the west façade appear to be smaller.
The roof framing is not original to the building. It consists of rough sawn 2" thick x 4 ½"5" wide rafters 24" on center which are supported by the original timber framing. The
rafters are toe-nailed into the upper plate. The rafters support 1" thick by 8" wide plank
purlins to which a galvanized sheet metal roof is attached. The sheet metal has standing a
standing "V" every 11" on center.
The structure of the Corn Crib is timber framed construction with mortise and tenon
pegged joinery and circular sawn timbers. Unlike earlier hand hewn timbers which were
squared with an ax and adze, or pit-sawn timbers which used a straight bladed saw,
circular sawn timbers exhibit curved saw marks. The larger the diameter blade with
which they were cut, the straighter the saw marks would appear on the timber.
An 8" x 8" timber sill plate is used over each of the four fieldstone foundation walls. At
each end and at the third points, an 8" x 8" post rises to the height of the second floor. A
4" deep by 6" wide horizontal girt is located mid-span and at the second floor elevation.
There are 4" x 4" diagonal braces at the top of each of the 8" x 8" posts.
The floor joists over the corn crib areas are 2" x 8" and 3" x 10" joists are used over the
open center bay except at the posts where 8" x 8" girts are used which span the entire
width of the building. All joists are located approximately 24" on center. Several of the
3" x 10" joists had cracked in the past and have been supplemented with one or two 2" x
10" joists.
The Corn Crib was previously electrified. Wiring includes both BX armored cable and
plastic insulated wire. There are several porcelain light sockets in the building.
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Figure 18. View of the east façade of the Corn Crib. Note the missing windows and deteriorated
clapboards. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 19. View of the northernmost foundation wall. The original fieldstone wall has been
covered over with concrete that is now deteriorated. The projecting shelf causes water to collect
and has further deteriorated the bottom clapboards. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 20. The western end of one the foundation walls for the southern corn crib area requires
rebuilding. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 21. View of the east end of the northern corn crib area showing missing slats and a
deteriorated post. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 22. View of the interior open space
within the Corn Crib looking west. Note the
slatted doors along the top of the wall for
loading corn. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 23. View of the slatted wall at the southern side of the pass-through. Note the hole in the
floor above where grain could be fed back down to wagons below when needed. Photo taken,
October 2013.
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Figure 24. View of one of the cracked joists which span across the pass-through of the
corn crib and the sister joist which has been installed to supplant it. Photo by taken
October 2013.

Figure 25. View deteriorated beam over doorway to southern corn crib area. Photo taken
October 2013.
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Figure 26. View of corn crib area on
the southern side of the building. View
looking west. Note the debris in the
foreground. Also the post at the left is
missing its diagonal brace which can be
seen at the posts in the distance. Photo
taken October 2013.

Figure 27. View of framing within the
northern corn crib area. View looking
west. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 28. Old corn cobs which remain in the southern corn crib area. Photo taken,
October 2013.

Figure 29. View of rotted and insect
damaged clapboards on the east
façade of the building. Photo taken
October 2013.
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Figure 30. View of internal stair which
leads to the second floor granary. This
stair requires re-support. Photo taken
October 2013.

Figure 31. View of access door to the
northern corn crib area and stair to the
granary Photo taken, October 2013.
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Figure 32. View of the second floor granary looking west. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 33. View of the second story access door to the granary on the east façade. Photo
taken October 2013.
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Figure 34. View of the enclosed stairwell in the northeast corner of the granary. Photo
taken October 2013.

Figure 35. Typical mortise and tenon joinery. Photo taken October 2013.
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Shed N1
On the south side of the Corn Crib – Building N is a large shed addition measuring 14' –
0 ½" wide by the entire 30' – 2 ½" length of the corn crib. For description purposes this
addition is noted as Building N1.
This structure appears to date from the early 20th century. Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson,
who grew up on the farm and was born in 1922 cannot remember a time when the
structure wasn't there. 12 It is also evident in Figure 2 which dates to the early 20th
century. In the later 20th century, this structure housed a hammermill which was used to
grind up the ears of corn along with citrus pulp or bran and then placed in bags which
were brought down to the dairy barn to feed the cows. The hammer mill was operated by
a belt attached to a tractor. The belt could be 40 feet long. Older tractors had a pulley
wheel which could get up to speeds of 540 rpm. Different screens would be used in the
mill depending on what was being ground. 13

Figure 36. Blow-up view from photo in Figure 2 showing the Corn Crib – Building N with the
pull-through center bay and Building N1 to its south. Note the light colored doors against the
darker background color of the buildings. Photo taken circa early 20th century. Courtesy of Mr.
Clyde Stinson and Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson.
12

Telephone conversation between Mark Thaler, AIA and Mr. Daniel Stinson, son of Mr. Clyde Stinson
and Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson, November 26, 2013.
13
Ibid
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The structure has a dirt floor and has a wood framed east, south, and west walls. The north wall is
the Corn Crib – Building N.
There is a foundation below the south and west walls which is composed of 2" wide concrete
blocks with approximately 2" of concrete in between them. Above this is a 6" x 6" wood sill. A
significant section of the southern foundation wall has fallen away allowing the sill to span the
area unsupported.
The southern wall has a continuous 6"x6" post at each end and at the third points. Spanning
between the posts at mid height is a horizontal 2"x4" girt with a 6"x6" top plate. Vertical 3"x4"
studs approximately 24" on center span between the bottom sill and mid-height girt with a second
set of studs rising from the girt to the top plate. Diagonal braces are also let into the top studs and
brace from the top of the posts to the girt. The western wall is similarly constructed with posts
located at each end of the wall.
The eastern wall is taken up with a pair of out-swinging wooden access doors.
The roof rafters have been replaced. They are 2'x10" rafters approximately 24" on center which
rest on a ledger attached high on the northern wall and slope down to the southern wall. The
rafters support plank purlins to which a galvanized sheet metal roof is attached.

Figure 37. View of interior of Buildings N1 looking west. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 38. View of interior of Buildings N1 looking east. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 39. View of bowed southern wall of
Building N1. Photo taken October 2013
tober 2013.
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Figure 40. View of deteriorated foundation at southern wall of Building N1. Photo taken
October 2013.

O

Shed N2
On the south side of Building N1 is an open shed structure, Building N2 that measures 6'-10"
wide by 24'-4" in length. The western wall aligns with the western wall of Building N1. There is
no southern wall and the northern wall is the side of Building N1.
2"x8" rafters rest on a ledger attached to the northern wall and span to a 4"x8" beam which
supports the shallow sloped roof on the southern edge and spans from the eastern to the western
wall.
The rafters support plank purlins to which a galvanized sheet metal roof is attached.
At each end of the space is a large steel I-section set into the ground vertically.
This area was constructed in the early 1980s as a place where the butchering of hogs could take
place in the fall. The beam from which the hogs hung was supported by the two steel sections. 14

14

Telephone conversation between Mark Thaler, AIA and Mr. Daniel Stinson, son of Mr. Clyde Stinson
and Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson, November 26, 2013.
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Figure 41. View of interior of Shed N2 looking east with adjacent structures beyond.
Photo taken June 2013.

Figure 42. Interior view of Shed N2 looking east. Photo taken October 2013.
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Shed N3
Shed N3 is located on the western side of Sheds N1 and N2. It extends from the southern
edge of Shed N2 to the central opening of the Corn Crib. It measures 10'-4" wide by 26'0" long.
This structure encloses a single space with a pair of out-swinging access doors located in
the north wall. During the later 20th century this area was use to garage an old
International pickup truck. 15
Framing is sheathed with vertical board sheathing.
This structure was constructed after Shed N1and appears to date from the early 20th
century but may have been extended to the south when Shed N2 was constructed.

Figure 43. View of interior of
Shed N3 looking south. Photo
taken October 2013.
15

Telephone conversation between Mark Thaler, AIA and Mr. Daniel Stinson, son of Mr. Clyde Stinson
and Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson, November 26, 2013.
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Figure 44. View of roof and wall structure of Shed N3. Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 45. View of deteriorated wall
framing at Shed N3. View looking west.
Photo taken October 2013.
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Problems of Repair
The Corn Crib Barn – Building N is the most important historic resource on the property
dating from the 19th century. It is structurally sound and retains most of its original
building fabric. However, there are significant problems of repair which need to be
addressed to save the structure for future generations. Shed N1 is an early addition and is
repairable. Shed N2 dates from the 1980s. It is not particularly well constructed, but its
use as a hog butchering area is an interesting part of life on a farm and cannot be easily
interpreted without such an area. Shed N3 is poorly constructed but does date to the first
half of the 20th century and is typical of the many additions and sheds constructed on a
farm as equipment increased over time. This structure will need significant repair if it is
desired to be kept.
Problems of Repair for the Corn Crib – Building N include:
1. The mortared fieldstone foundations require repointing and some minor areas of
rebuilding. The concrete facing on the northernmost foundation wall should be
removed.
2. Some of the timber framing and a few of the rafters have been damaged due to
dry rot and insect damage.
3. Some of the diagonal braces have been removed.
4. The exterior wood clapboards are in poor condition and some have significant
insect damage.
5. The windows are missing from the second floor granary.
6. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
7. The structural support for the stair to the granary has failed.
8. There are missing and broken slats in the interior walls facing the open passthrough.
9. There is debris stored in the corn crib areas, in the pass-through, and in the
granary.
10. The access doors to the corn crib areas are not secure.
11. The large sliding door at the eastern end of the pass-through is not in keeping with
the historic character of the building and obscures a significant feature of the
building.
12. The building is no longer electrified.
13. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
14. Vegetation growing against the building is detrimental to the building fabric.
Problems of Repair for Shed N1 include:
15. The foundation under the south wall has failed.
16. The framing at the south wall has bowed.
17. There is minor damage of some wood framing due to dry rot.
18. The access doors are in poor condition and require repair and re-hanging.
19. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
20. The exterior clapboards require repair.
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21. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
22. There is debris stored in the shed.
23. There are animal dens that have been dug into the soil.
Problems of Repair for Shed N2 include:
24. The beam supporting the southern edge of the roof has sagged due to an excessive
span.
25. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
26. The exterior clapboards on the east and west walls require repair.
27. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
28. Vegetation growing against the building is detrimental to the building fabric.
Problems of Repair for Shed N3 include:
29. The structure is poorly framed with many undersized members.
30. Some of the structure is deteriorated due to rot.
31. The access doors are in poor condition and require repair and re-hanging.
32. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
33. There are holes in the roof.
34. The exterior clapboards require repair.
35. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
36. There are animal dens that have been dug into the soil.
37. Vegetation growing against the building is detrimental to the building fabric.
Treatment Options
Note: Number of Treatment Options relate to numbered Problems of Repair above.
Preservation Treatments
1. Remove the concrete facing on the northernmost foundation wall. Repoint
fieldstone foundation walls and rebuild areas as needed.
2. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques where structural elements
can be repaired. Replace severely deteriorated structural members.
3. Replace missing diagonal braces with new braces and pegs to match the original.
4. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
5. Restore the two windows which are on-site but no longer installed in their
openings. Provide two new windows of similar design for the west façade.
6. Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new
galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
7. Re-support the stair to the granary.
8. Replace missing slats and repair broken slats.
9. Sort through debris. Items which are not of historic importance should be
removed. Items which may have historic importance should be catalogued and
safely stored.
10. Provide locks to prevent unauthorized access.
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11. Remove the sliding door and track. Replace diagonal braces which were removed
to accommodate the sliding door.
12. Remove broken bulbs.
13. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
14. Remove vegetation.
15. Rebuild foundation under south wall.
16. Straighten framing at south wall.
17. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques to repair structural
elements.
18. Repair and rehang existing access doors. Provide lock to prevent unauthorized
entry.
19. Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new
galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
20. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
21. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
22. Sort through debris. Items which are not of historic importance should be
removed. Items which may have historic importance should be catalogued and
safely stored.
23. Completely fill in dens and compact soil.
24. Install a steel plate behind the beam to provide required stiffness.
25. Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new
galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
26. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
27. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
28. Remove vegetation.
29. Provide supplemental framing as required to stiffen structure and meet loading
requirements.
30. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques to repair structural
elements. Replace severely deteriorated members.
31. Repair and rehang existing access doors. Provide lock to prevent unauthorized
entry.
32. Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new
galvanic coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
33. Replace sections of sheet metal roof that have holes with new sheet metal to
match the original.
34. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
35. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
36. Completely fill in dens and compact soil.
37. Remove vegetation.
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Rehabilitation Treatments
Rehabilitation allows for changes necessary to accommodate a change of use. Although
no use has been specifically identified, the following treatments would be consistent with
any use perceived at this time. Additional work could be required if more extensive
program uses were identified due to either convenience or Building Code requirements.
1. Remove the concrete facing on the northernmost foundation wall. Repoint
fieldstone foundation walls and rebuild areas as needed.
2. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques where structural elements
can be repaired. Replace severely deteriorated structural members.
3. Replace missing diagonal braces with new braces and pegs to match the original.
4. Replace the existing clapboards.
5. Restore the two windows which are on-site but no longer installed in their
openings. Provide two new windows of similar design for the west façade.
6. Replace the existing roofing with a new galvanized sheet metal roof.
7. Re-support the stair to the granary.
8. Replace missing slats and repair broken slats.
9. Sort through debris. Items which are not of historic importance should be
removed. Items which may have historic importance should be catalogued and
safely stored.
10. Provide locks to prevent unauthorized access.
11. Remove the sliding door and track. Replace diagonal braces which were removed
to accommodate the sliding door.
12. Provide new wiring and fixtures as required for anticipated program use. Reelectrify the building.
13. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
14. Remove vegetation.
15. Rebuild foundation under south wall.
16. Straighten framing at south wall.
17. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques to repair structural
elements.
18. Repair and rehang existing access doors. Provide lock to prevent unauthorized
entry.
19. Replace existing roof with a new galvanized sheet metal roof.
20. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
21. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
22. Sort through debris. Items which are not of historic importance should be
removed. Items which may have historic importance should be catalogued and
safely stored.
23. Completely fill in dens and compact soil.
24. Provide a post to reduce the unsupported span of the beam.
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25. Replace the existing roofing with a new galvanized sheet metal roof.
26. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
27. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
28. Remove vegetation.
29. Rebuild the structure.
30. Rebuild the structure.
31. Repair and rehang existing access doors. Provide lock to prevent unauthorized
entry.
32. Provide a new galvanized sheet metal roof.
33. Provide a new galvanized sheet metal roof.
34. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
35. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
36. Completely fill in dens and compact soil.
37. Remove vegetation.
Restoration Treatments
Restoration assumes that a specific timeframe is being recaptured. Most often, this relates
to a structure or site's Period of Significance as identified in a National Register
nomination. In this instance, the City of Gaithersburg Historic Preservation Commission
has identified all of the extant structures on the site as local historic resources including
the metal grain bin constructed in the 1970s and the Garage/Storage Buildings J and
J1which date to the 1980s. This is logical in that these buildings do reinforce how dairy
farming changed over the period when the England/Crown Farm operated. The additions
which have been added to the Corn Crib, although not specifically mentioned in the
designation as distinct structures, would philosophically have equal, if not more,
historical importance than the later structures. Therefore, the site's Period of Significance
would seem to span from the mid-19th century until the farm ceased operation in the
1990s. Restoring the Corn Crib to a period which predates the construction of the other
buildings does not therefore make sense. The original roof on the corn crib would have
likely been wood shingle but this did not exist by the time the other structures on the site
were constructed. Similarly, it is likely that the horizontal clapboards seen today replaced
earlier vertical board sheathing, but again this would not have been extant when the later
buildings were constructed. The following Restoration Treatments do not therefore
propose restoring the Corn Crib to its 19th century condition.
1. Remove the concrete facing on the northernmost foundation wall. Repoint
fieldstone foundation walls and rebuild areas as needed.
2. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques where structural elements
can be repaired. Replace severely deteriorated structural members.
3. Replace missing diagonal braces with new braces and pegs to match the original.
4. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
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5. Restore the two windows which are on-site but no longer installed in their
openings. Provide two new windows of similar design for the west façade.
6. Provide a new galvanized sheet metal roof to match the existing.
7. Re-support the stair to the granary.
8. Replace missing slats and repair broken slats.
9. Sort through debris. Items which are not of historic importance should be
removed. Items which may have historic importance should be catalogued and
safely stored.
10. Provide locks to prevent unauthorized access.
11. Remove the sliding door and track. Replace diagonal braces which were removed
to accommodate the sliding door.
12. Re-electrify the building and replace fixtures as necessary to match the existing
fixtures.
13. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
14. Remove vegetation.
15. Rebuild foundation under south wall.
16. Straighten framing at south wall.
17. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques to repair structural
elements.
18. Repair and rehang existing access doors. Provide lock to prevent unauthorized
entry.
19. Provide a new galvanized sheet metal roof to match the existing.
20. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
21. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
22. Sort through debris. Items which are not of historic importance should be
removed. Items which may have historic importance should be catalogued and
safely stored.
23. Completely fill in dens and compact soil.
24. Install a steel plate behind the beam to provide required stiffness.
25. Provide a new galvanized sheet metal roof to match the existing.
26. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
27. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
28. Remove vegetation.
29. Provide supplemental framing as required to stiffen structure and meet loading
requirements.
30. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques to repair structural
elements. Replace severely deteriorated members.
31. Repair and rehang existing access doors. Provide lock to prevent unauthorized
entry.
32. Provide a new galvanized sheet metal roof to match the existing.
33. Provide a new galvanized sheet metal roof to match the existing.
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34. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining clapboards using
epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
35. Paint or stain elements which were previously painted or stained. Do NOT paint
or stain any elements that have not previously been coated.
36. Completely fill in dens and compact soil.
37. Remove vegetation.
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Silos – R1(a) and R1(b)
Existing Condition
There are two silos located at the southeast corner of the site near Decoverly Road. These
were constructed adjacent to Dairy Barn R1 which was destroyed by fire May 29, 2011.
On the west side of the two silos is a concrete block structure which previously connected
the two silos to the barn at their base.
For description purposes, the northern silo closer to the Manor House is identified as Silo
R1(a) and the southern silo is identified as Silo R1(b).
At first glance, it would appear that Silo R1(b) predates Silo R1(a). Both are concrete
stave silos but the roof of Silo R1(b) has a distinct chevron design reminiscent of the Art
Deco style of the 1930s. Patent dates for equipment in Silo R1(a) date from 1940. While
the Art Deco style silo may have been manufactured before the simpler northern silo, it
was not erected at the Crown Farm until 1970 or 1971. The southern silo was purchased
from Ms. Catherine Thomas who owned Falls Grove Farm. The silo was purchased along
with the cut silage inside. As the silage level began to lower and was brought to the
Crown Farm to feed the dairy cows, the silo was slowly dis-assembled. At the Crown
Farm a concrete slab was poured and bales of straw were used in lieu of scaffolding to reerect the silo. A wooden 2x6 with a pulley raised the concrete staves into place.
Originally, the silo was only 35 feet tall but the Crown Farm wanted to raise it to a height
of 40 feet to match the existing stave silo which was on-site. They purchased new staves
and tension rods in southern Virginia. The roof on the silo is the original roof from when
the silo was located on the Falls Grove Farm. 16
Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson recalls that the northern silo was constructed in the 1950s
or 1960s. There was a cutting box which cut the corn stalks into silage and it was then
blown into the top of the silo. The silage was removed by forking it out through the
various doors. Eventually a silo unloader was purchased for this task. 17
When the Corn Crib was constructed, corn was dried on the cob for later use as fodder for
the animals. Silage is ground corn and corn stalk which ferments. The technique of
making silage originated in Germany in the early 19th century and later spread to France
and America. The first person to produce silage in America was Francis Morris in Ellicott
City, Maryland in 1876. 18 By utilizing the entire plant, farmers were able to significantly
increase the productivity of their acreage. Dairy cows, in particular thrived on silage and
produced more milk. Some of the earliest silos used were wood stave silos.
16

Telephone conversation between Mark Thaler, AIA and Mr. Daniel Stinson, son of Mr. Clyde Stinson
and Mrs. Catherine Crown Stinson, November 26, 2013.
17
Ibid
18
Bulletin of the Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station (Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station)
(121-145): 6. 1907
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Figure 46. This image shows a wood stave silo on the England-Crown Farm in the early 20th
century not far from where the existing silos now stand. Courtesy of Mr. Clyde Stinson and Mrs.
Catherine Crown Stinson.
By the early 20th century, numerous manufacturers of concrete silos produced bulletins and
pamphlets extolling the benefits of concrete silos.
Both Silo R1(a) and R1(b) are constructed using concrete staves which are surrounded by steel
tension rods which resists the outward pressure of the silage as the silo fills and prevents the walls
from blowing apart.
Silo R1(a) likely dates from the 1950s. It has an interior diameter of 13'-9". The walls of the silo
are constructed of 10" wide by 30" high concrete staves that are 3" thick. There are 50 staves
around the circumference with a 29" wide section at the unloading doors. Those blocks measure
29" wide by 30" in height and each has an angled door opening which measures 18" wide by 23"
high at the exterior and 20" wide by 25" high at the interior. Each opening had an in-swinging
wooden door.
The staves alternate in height so that half the units are set 6" above the adjacent staves. The
multiple access doors allow someone to enter the silo at the top of the silage. They are protected
by a concrete stave chute that includes a ladder. The chute leads from the ceiling of the concrete
block building at the base of the silo up to the top of the silo. It has a separate aluminum alloy
sheet metal roof than the main silo roof. The chute staves are 2 ½" thick. There is a small opening
in the northern wall of the chute near the top to allow light into the chute. Originally, silage would
have been forked down the chute and collected at the base.
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There are 16 courses of staves for a total height of 40'-0" from concrete base to the roof. The
staves are encircled with ½" diameter galvanized steel rods that connect to brackets into which
the ends are bolted creating hoops. Each of the top four courses of staves are encircled with one
hoop, the middle six courses are encircled with two hoops, and the lower six courses are encircled
with three hoops. The space between the top side of the hoop and the face of the staves is caulked
to provide drainage. One of the hoops at the base of the silo is severely corroded. The brackets
into which they fasten are stamped with the patent number 2.193.714. The inventor was Charles
H. Covey and the company that manufactured the silo was the Marietta Concrete Corporation of
Marietta, Ohio. This company is still in business under the name Marietta Silos. According to the
company's website, they are the largest silo repair company in the United States, and from the

1930’s to the 1950’s, Marietta Silos built 2,000 silos per year and had 40 erection crews.

Figure 47. Drawing from patent
application 2,193,714. Image courtesy
of the United States Patent and
Trademark Office.

The walls of Silo R1(a) have a cement parging at both the interior and exterior. The
interior coating has spalled in many areas. Small horizontal hairline cracks are visible in
the exterior parging which generally align with the tops of the staves. The exterior of the
silo was painted white. There is an exterior steel ladder mounted on the east face.
The floor of the silo is a concrete slab. However, there is currently several feet of
decomposed silage in the base of this silo.
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The roof of the silo is a half dome roof composed of 31 sections. These are fastened to a
framework of steel rings and ribs. The roof is severely dented which may have occurred
during the fire of May 29, 2011 which destroyed the adjacent dairy barn.

Figure 48. View looking south of the silos in December 2007. Silo R1(a) is in the foreground.
Photo courtesy of the City of Gaithersburg.

Figure 49. View of the silos in
June 2011 shortly after the fire
of May 29, 2011 which
consumed the adjacent barns.
Photo courtesy of the City of
Gaithersburg.
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Silo R1(b) was erected on the England-Crown Farm circa 1970-71 having been purchased from
another farm.
This silo has an interior diameter of 12'-0". The walls are constructed of 10" wide by 30" high
interlocking concrete staves that are 2" thick. Each stave has an integrally cast external vertical
rib on one side which is 3" wide and 1 ¾" deep and includes a small diameter steel reinforcing
rod approximately 1/8" in diameter in the rib. There are 36 staves around the circumference with
a wide section at the unloading doors. Those blocks measure 29" wide by 30" in height and each
has an angled door opening which measures 18" wide by 23" high at the exterior and 20" wide by
25" high at the interior. Each opening had an in-swinging wooden door, seven of which are still in
place.
The staves alternate in height so that half the units are set 6" above the adjacent staves. The
multiple access doors allow someone to enter the silo at the top of the silage. They are protected
by a concrete stave chute that includes a ladder. The chute leads from the ceiling of the concrete
block building at the base of the silo up to the top of the silo. It has a separate sheet metal roof
than the main silo roof and it is rusted. The chute staves are 2 ½" thick. Originally, silage would
have been forked down the chute and collected at the base.
There are 16 courses of staves for a total height of 40'-0" from concrete base to the roof. The
staves are encircled with ½" diameter non-galvanized steel rods that connect to brackets into
which the ends are bolted creating hoops. The lower three courses have two hoops while each
course above has a single hoop. There is an additional hoop at the base of the silo. Two of the
hoops are disconnected.

The walls of Silo R1(b) have a cement parging at the interior which has spalled in many
areas. The exterior of the silo never had a parging and was once painted white. Little of
the paint coating remains. There is exterior spalling of concrete on approximately (30) of
the face of the staves and approximately (60) of the staves require repair to the rib section
which is cracked or spalled due to rusting of the small diameter steel reinforcing cast into
the ribs.
The base of two of the lowest course of staves on the north side have eroded through
allowing free flowing ground water to enter the base of the silo. The floor of the silo is a
concrete slab. Incoming ground water has deposited a layer of mud near the damaged
staves.
The roof of the silo is a half dome roof composed of 40 sections composed of aluminum
alloy sheet metal. The sections are constructed of small metal strips and each section
alternates the directional pitch of the pieces to create a chevron design in the roof. Each
section is fastened to a framework of steel rings and ribs.
Located on the west side at the base of silo R1(a) is a concrete block structure with a
concrete roof that once connected to the Dairy Barn R1. This structure has an interior
width of 6'-4" wide and is roughly centered on the chute. The north and south walls are
constructed of 4" thick concrete block nominally measuring 8" high by 16" long. There is
16" high by 32" wide masonry opening in the north wall which contains a steel framed
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fixed window with two adjacent lites. There is no longer glass in the window. The
opening has a steel lintel.
There is no west wall as this was the connection to the former Dairy Barn. The opening
has been covered with plywood to prevent unauthorized access. The distance from the
face of the silo to where the west wall would be located is 6'-9 ½". The south wall of the
space has a masonry opening measuring 3'-2" wide by approximately 6'-4" in height. This
opening previously had a wood door frame within it which was bolted to the concrete
block but only the bolts remain. The opening was supported by a steel angle lintel but this
has mostly rusted away.
The floor of this space is a concrete slab and the ceiling / roof structure is a poured in
place concrete slab supported by the block walls. The height from the floor to the
underside of the ceiling is approximately 7'-1". Electrical conduits were poured integrally
with the ceiling/roof slab which is approximately 4" thick at the perimeter. The slab has a
slight crown in the top to allow drainage and was once coated with an aluminized
asphaltic roofing compound.
Silo R1(b) is located approximately 1'-0" south of Silo R1(a) and is oriented such that the
chute is oriented at approximately a 45 degree angle to that of Silo R1(a) and faces
northwest. An irregular shaped room encloses the area at the base of the chute and
connects to the space at the base of Silo R1(a). A diagonal wall constructed of nominally
8" thick concrete block connects the west side of Silo R1(b) to the southwest corner of
the room in front of Silo R1(a). This wall measures 13'-1 ½" long at the exterior and the
distance from its interior surface to the exterior of Silo R1(a) is approximately 5'-0" at its
narrowest point. There is a small concrete block wall measuring 1'-10" wide on the east
which fills the gap between the two silos. There is a cement parging at the interior of
these walls.
The diagonal wall has a masonry opening which measures 2'-11 ½" wide and extends
from the concrete floor slab to the underside of the ceiling/roof slab 6'-7 ½" above. This
opening has the charred remains of a 1 ½" thick wood door frame.
The ceiling of this space is 5 ¾" lower than the adjacent space and similarly has
integrally cast electrical conduits. The roof slab measures approximately 6" thick at its
perimeter and has an integrally formed gutter to direct drainage toward Silo R1(b). The
top of this slab is lower than the adjacent slab and was never coated with roofing
compound.
There is a surface mounted electrical junction box at the ceiling of the space and a single
bulb porcelain light fixture mounted to the north wall.
Since the construction of a new roadway on the east side of the silos, the new grading has
caused surface ground water to be directed toward the base of the silos, particularly Silo
R1(b). Vegetative growth on the east side of the silos, including vines that have reached
the top of the silos, are holding moisture against the side of the silos and will do harm if
not removed.
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Figure 50. View of Silo R1(a) on left and Silo R1(b) on right. View looking east. Photo taken
October 2013.
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Figure 51. North wall of enclosure at
base of Silo R1(a). Photo taken June
2013.

Figure 52.
Typical exterior
condition of Silo
R1(a) showing
galvanized steel
hoops over
concrete staves.
Note the
alternating
height of staves
at location of
hoop connection.
Photo taken
October 2013.
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Figure 53. East side of Silo R1(a)
showing exterior ladder and
extensive vines extending to the top
of the silo. Photo taken October
2013.

Figure 54. View of wall between Silo
R1(b) left and Silo R1(a) right,
looking west. Photo taken October
2013.
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Figure 55. View of the base of the chute
protruding through the roof of the
enclosure on the west side of Silo R1(a).
Note the connection brackets and
compare to those seen in Figure 47.
Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 56. The steel hoops at the base of Silo R1(a) within the enclosure are significantly
corroded. Note the charred wood on the floor dating from the fire of 2011. Photo taken October
2013.
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Figure 57. View looking up the chute of Silo R1(a). Note the multiple door openings at the side
which allowed access and silage to be dropped down to the enclosure below. Photo taken
October 2013.

Figure 58. View within Silo R1(a)
looking up at the underside of the
damaged roof. Note also the remaining
in-swinging access doors at the upper
area of the silo. Photo taken October
2013.
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Figure 59. View of the south side of Silo
R1(b). Note how the raised ribs keep the
steel hoops off the face of the concrete
staves in this design. Each rib is cast
into the each of a single stave. Photo
taken October 2013.

Figure 60. View of the south side of Silo R1(b) at the base. Note the two disconnected steel hoops.
Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 61. There are approximately (30)
staves which exhibit surface spalling of
the concrete as is seen here. Photo taken
October 2013.

Figure 62. There are approximately (60)
locations where the integrally cast ribs
have cracked due to corrosion of the
steel reinforcing within. The drooping
bottom hoop seen here is the same as can
be seen in Figure 60.Photo taken
October 2013.
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Figure 63. View of the base of Silo
R1(b) within the enclosure at its base.
Silo R1(a) is seen at left and the
remains of a wooden door frame are
evident at right. Photo taken October
2013.

Figure 64. View of corroded steel lintel at the door opening between the enclosures at the base of
the two silos. View looking south into the enclosure at the base of Silo R1(b). Photo taken
October 2013.
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Figure 65. View looking up the chute of
Silo R1(b). Note the areas of interior
cement parging which have spalled.
Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 66. View of the base of one of the staves at the bottom of the chute. The integrally cast rib
design is clearly evident. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 67. Interior view of Silo R1(b)
showing damaged stave at base which
allows surface water to drain into the
base of the silo depositing mud. Four of
the wooden access doors from the chute
are stored within. The interior cement
parging within the silo is also evident.
Photo taken October 2013.

Figure 68. Interior view of Silo R1(b) looking at underside of roof. Photo taken October 2013.
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Figure 69. View of the roof of the enclosure at the base of Silo R1(a). Note that the roof has a
crown to promote drainage and was once covered with roofing compound. Photo taken October
2013.

Figure 70. View of the roof of the enclosure at the base of Silo R1(b) in the foreground and Silo
R1(a) beyond. Note that this roof has an integrally formed gutter and has not been covered with
roofing compound. Photo taken October 2013.
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Problems of Repair
Silos R1(a) and R1(b) are both structurally sound and are significant features of the site.
The concrete block enclosures at their base require more significant repair.
Problems of Repair for Silo R1(a), which is the northern silo, include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The roof on both the silo and chute are damaged.
Many of the access doors within the chute are missing.
The hardware for the access doors is rusted.
There are horizontal hairline cracks evident in the exterior of the silo, especially
closer to the base.
Some of the steel hoops are corroded near the base of the silo within the enclosures.
There is several feet of decomposed silage in the base of the silo.
The interior cement parging has spalled in areas.
The cement coating at the exterior is worn.
The surface grading of the adjacent area directs surface storm water toward the base
of the silo.
There is significant vegetative growth on the east side of the silo.

Problems of Repair for the enclosure at the base of Silo R1(a) include:
11. The opening at the west is covered with plywood. A new enclosure is required to
prevent unauthorized access.
12. The north concrete block wall has numerous cracks in the concrete block masonry.
13. The paint coating at the exterior is worn.
14. The steel window lintel is rusted.
15. The steel window is rusted and the glass is missing.
16. The steel lintel at the south wall has rusted away and the door frame is missing.
17. The interior cement wall parging is cracked.
18. The top surface of the concrete roof slab is severely weathered. The roofing
compound has worn away. There is no seal between the concrete roof slab and the
concrete staves of the silo and chute.
19. There is charred wood ash and debris on the floor.
20. The integrally cast electrical conduits are rusting within the roof slab and concrete
block walls.
21. There is no longer electrical service to the structure.
Problems of Repair for Silo R1(b), which is the southern silo, include:
22. Two of the concrete staves at the base of the silo have holes where surface water
enters the base of the silo. There is mud in the base of the silo.
23. There are approximately (30) concrete staves where the exterior surface of the stave
has spalled.
24. There are approximately (60) concrete staves where the integrally cast rib has cracked
and/or spalled due to rusting of the internal steel reinforcing.
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25. The steel hoops exhibit surface rusting.
26. Several of the hoops are disconnected.
27. The roof of the chute is rusted.
28. Some of the access doors within the chute are missing.
29. The hardware for the access doors is rusted.
30. The interior cement parging has spalled in areas.
31. The paint coating at the exterior is nearly completely worn away.
32. The surface grading of the adjacent area directs surface storm water toward the base
of the silo.
33. There is significant vegetative growth on the east side of the silo.
Problems of Repair for the enclosure at the base of Silo R1(b) include:
34. The paint coating at the exterior is worn.

35. The opening at the south wall is covered with plywood and the door frame is burnt. A
new door and frame is required to prevent unauthorized access.
36. The interior cement wall parging is cracked.
37. The top surface of the concrete roof slab is severely weathered. There is no seal
between the concrete roof slab and the concrete staves of the silo and chute.
38. There is charred wood ash and debris on the floor.
39. The integrally cast electrical conduits are rusting within the roof slab and concrete
block walls.
40. There is no longer electrical service to the structure.

Treatment Options
Note: Number of Treatment Options relate to numbered Problems of Repair above.
Preservation Treatments
1. Repair the existing silo and chute roofs.
2. No action required.
3. Remove rust from hardware, provide a zinc-rich primer and re-paint.
4. No action required. (See item 9.)
5. Replace bottom hoop and remove rust and provide a galvanic coating such as ZRC
Cold Galvanizing Compound at remaining hoops within enclosure.
6. Remove silage from interior of silo.
7. Remove loose parging.
8. Re-coat the exterior with a white Portland cement exterior silo coating.
9. Re-grade the area on the north and east sides of the silos to provide positive drainage
to the south toward Decoverly Road.
10. Remove the vegetation from the silo.
11. Provide a permanent enclosure to prevent unauthorized access. Enclosure should
allow adequate light and ventilation to keep the area dry. Sunlight will inhibit
potential mold growth.
12. Re-point joints in Concrete block wall and fill voids solid with grout.
13. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
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14. Remove rust and coat exposed steel with a galvanic coating such as ZRC Cold
Galvanizing Compound and paint.
15. Remove rust and coat exposed steel with a galvanic coating such as ZRC Cold
Galvanizing Compound and paint. Provide tempered glass window lites.
16. Provide a new galvanized steel lintel at doorway opening.
17. Remove loose parging.
18. Test remaining roof compound for asbestos and remove as required. Repair
weathering surface at top of slab and provide a new coating of aluminized roofing
compound. Provide a caulk joint at intersection of roof and silo and chute.
19. Remove debris from the floor.
20. No action required.
21. No action required.
22. Repair the concrete staves with new concrete. Remove mud from the silo.
23. No action required. See item 31.
24. Fill cracks with epoxy. Treat exposed steel reinforcing with a galvanic compound
such as ZRC Cold Galvanizing Compound.
25. Remove rust and coat exposed steel with a galvanic coating such as ZRC Cold
Galvanizing Compound and paint.
26. Re-connect hoops.
27. Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new galvanic
coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
28. Re-attach doors stored within the silo.
29. Remove rust from hardware, provide a zinc-rich primer and re-paint.
30. Remove loose parging.
31. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
32. Addressed in Item 9.
33. Remove the vegetation from the silo.
34. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
35. Replace door frame and provide a new door.
36. Remove loose parging.
37. Repair weathering surface at top of slab and provide a coating of aluminized roofing
compound. Provide a caulk joint at intersection of roof and silo and chute.
38. Remove debris from the floor.
39. No action required.
40. No action required.

Rehabilitation Treatments
1. Replace the existing silo and chute roofs.
2. No action required.
3. Remove rust from hardware, provide a zinc-rich primer and re-paint.
4. No action required. (See item 9.)
5. Replace bottom hoop and remove rust and provide a galvanic coating such as ZRC
Cold Galvanizing Compound at remaining hoops within enclosure.
6. Remove silage from interior of silo.
7. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
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8. Re-coat the exterior with a white Portland cement exterior silo coating.
9. Re-grade the area on the north and east sides of the silos to provide positive drainage
to the south toward Decoverly Road.
10. Remove the vegetation from the silo.
11. Provide a permanent enclosure to prevent unauthorized access. Enclosure should
allow adequate light and ventilation to keep the area dry. Sunlight will inhibit
potential mold growth.
12. Re-point joints in Concrete block wall and fill voids solid with grout.
13. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
14. Remove steel lintel and replace with a new galvanized steel lintel and paint.
15. Remove existing window and provide a new steel window with tempered glazing.
16. Provide a new galvanized steel lintel at doorway opening.
17. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
18. Test remaining roof compound for asbestos and remove as required. Repair
weathering surface at top of slab and provide a new coating of aluminized roofing
compound. Provide a caulk joint at intersection of roof and silo and chute.
19. Remove debris from the floor.
20. No action required.
21. No action required.
22. Repair the concrete staves with new concrete. Remove mud from the silo.
23. Patch spalled concrete surfaces.
24. Fill cracks with epoxy. Treat exposed steel reinforcing with a galvanic compound
such as ZRC Cold Galvanizing Compound. Patch concrete to original profile.
25. Remove rust and coat exposed steel with a galvanic coating such as ZRC Cold
Galvanizing Compound and paint.
26. Re-connect hoops.
27. Replace the chute roof.
28. Re-attach doors stored within the silo.
29. Remove rust from hardware, provide a zinc-rich primer and re-paint.
30. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
31. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
32. Addressed in Item 9.
33. Remove the vegetation from the silo.
34. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
35. Replace door frame and provide a new door.
36. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
37. Repair weathering surface at top of slab and provide a coating of aluminized roofing
compound. Provide a caulk joint at intersection of roof and silo and chute.
38. Remove debris from the floor.
39. No action required.
40. No action required.
Restoration Treatments
1. Replace the existing silo and chute roofs.
2. Provide new access doors to match the design of the original doors.
3. Remove rust from hardware, provide a zinc-rich primer and re-paint.
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4. No action required. (See item 9.)
5. Replace bottom hoop and remove rust and provide a galvanic coating such as ZRC
Cold Galvanizing Compound at remaining hoops within enclosure.
6. Remove silage from interior of silo.
7. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
8. Re-coat the exterior with a white Portland cement exterior sbilo coating.
9. Re-grade the area on the north and east sides of the silos to provide positive drainage
to the south toward Decoverly Road.
10. Remove the vegetation from the silo.
11. Provide a permanent enclosure to prevent unauthorized access. Enclosure should
allow adequate light and ventilation to keep the area dry. Sunlight will inhibit
potential mold growth.
12. Re-point joints in Concrete block wall and fill voids solid with grout.
13. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
14. Remove rust and coat exposed steel with a galvanic coating such as ZRC Cold
Galvanizing Compound and paint.
15. Remove rust and coat exposed steel with a galvanic coating such as ZRC Cold
Galvanizing Compound and paint. Provide tempered glass window lites.
16. Provide a new galvanized steel lintel at doorway opening.
17. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
18. Test remaining roof compound for asbestos and remove as required. Repair
weathering surface at top of slab and provide a new coating of aluminized roofing
compound. Provide a caulk joint at intersection of roof and silo and chute.
19. Remove debris from the floor.
20. Replacement of the existing conduits may not be technically feasible if they are
buried deep in the concrete roof slab. Provide new surface mounted galvanized
electrical conduit and new fixtures to match the original fixtures.
21. Re-electrify building.
22. Repair the concrete staves with new concrete. Remove mud from the silo.
23. Patch spalled concrete surfaces.
24. Fill cracks with epoxy. Treat exposed steel reinforcing with a galvanic compound
such as ZRC Cold Galvanizing Compound. Patch concrete to original profile.
25. Remove rust and coat exposed steel with a galvanic coating such as ZRC Cold
Galvanizing Compound and paint.
26. Re-connect hoops.
27. Gently remove surface rust from the sheet metal roofing and provide a new galvanic
coating such as ZRC Galvilite Galvanizing Repair.
28. Restore original doors and re-attach.
29. Remove rust from hardware, provide a zinc-rich primer and re-paint.
30. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
31. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
32. Addressed in Item 9.
33. Remove the vegetation from the silo.
34. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint.
35. Replace door frame and provide a new door to match the original.
36. Remove loose parging and repair surface.
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37. Repair weathering surface at top of slab and provide a coating of aluminized roofing
compound. Provide a caulk joint at intersection of roof and silo and chute.
38. Remove debris from the floor.
39. Replacement of the existing conduits may not be technically feasible if they are
buried deep in the concrete roof slab. Provide new surface mounted galvanized
electrical conduit and new fixtures to match the original fixtures.
40. Addressed in Item 21.
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6. Potential Uses
The exact use and character of the City park to be developed at the England-Crown Farm
site is yet to be determined. How the site will be developed will potentially have bearing
on what uses the buildings may have and conversely, the limitations of the structures
could potentially affect how the site is utilized.
Once surrounded by pastures and fields of corn, the five acre parcel will soon be at the
center of a densely populated part of the city.

Figure 71. View of the
site from Decoverly
Road looking north.
Photo taken June
2013.

Figure 72. View taken
from same location as
Figure 71 of Decoverly
Road looking east.
Photo taken June
2013.
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The openness of the site and its relatively gentle slope within the area of the structures,
along with its historical ties to the agricultural history of the area suggest several potential
uses. These could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open area for running, kite flying, Frisbee throwing, or reading
Introduction of some walking trails with benches
Exercise stations
Children's playground area
Community Gardens
Farmers' Market
Farm Petting Zoo
Neighborhood festival site
Hay maze

With additional development such as construction of a bandstand the site could be used
for small concerts. The slope toward Decoverly Road suggests a natural amphitheater.
Development of the park should maintain enough open space to preserve the historic
context of the site.
How then, can the existing structures be best utilized?
Silos R1(a) and R1(b)
The silos are iconic structures in the rural landscape. Their presence is synonymous with
farming. These structures might best be utilized simply as a visual connection to the past
and allowing them to create a sense of place.
Their potential for reuse is very limited. The
southern silo is 12' in diameter and the
northern silo is approximately 14' in
diameter. Neither structure has windows and
there is no existing door large enough for
someone to walk through.
If a door was created which provided access
into one of the silos it is possible to conceive
of a rehabilitation which would include an
observation area at the top if windows were
added. If the silos are preserved or restored,
the enclosures at their base could include
historical signage which described the
history of silos and how they were operated.
Figure 73. View of the silos looking east toward
Steinbeck Avenue. Photo taken June 2013.
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Corn Crib Barn – Building N and adjacent sheds
The Corn Crib is the most important historic structure on the site. It is an excellent
example of a unique 19th century agricultural building type. Any use which would reduce
its historic character would be inappropriate.
The sliding door at the east end of the building should be removed so that its unique form
can be appreciated.
This structure is best utilized to show the development of the farm through time.
Together with the silos and grain bin, they help describe over a century of evolution.
Historical signage within the pass-through could describe how the building was utilized
as well as the mortise and tenon joinery and timber frame construction.

Figure 74. View of the Corn Crib barn and adjacent sheds. View looking west. Photo taken June
2013.

Shed N1 which is attached to the south side of the Corn Crib is a single large space that
provides the opportunity for several uses. This structure could be used for:
• Storage related to other park uses
• Farmers market activities
• Petting farm
• Warming shed for winter activities
• Staging area for festivals
• Bicycle rental
• "Museum" space with additional historical signage that described how the
England-Crown Farm operated and included farm implements or machinery
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Shed N2 is an open faced shed that was used as a hog butchering area. This area could be
used for:
• Describing its historic use
• Location of bicycle racks which would be under cover for use by park visitors
• Location of individual hothouses / cold frames for community gardens
Shed N3 is a narrow shed which was previously used for storage. Potential uses could
include:
• Storage related to other park uses
• Reconstruction for use as two individual toilet facilities
Garage / Storage – Building J and Storage Shed J1
Building J was constructed in the 1980s for use as a machine shop. Potential uses for this
building could include:
• Community garden nursery with grow lights
• Hydroponic community garden
• Community workshop
• Storage related to other park uses
• Maintenance shop
• Farmers market activities
• Warming shed for winter activities
• Staging area for festivals
• Bicycle rental
• Toilet facilities
Storage Shed J1 is currently an open faced shed on the west end. This wall could be
enclosed if needed to accommodate a new use. Potential uses for this area could include:
• Storage

Figure 75. View
of Garage /
Storage –
Building J and
Storage Shed J1.
View looking
north. Photo
taken June 2013.
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Metal Corn Storage Bin – Building G1
Similar to the silos, the corrugated metal grain bin is an iconic agricultural element and
helps to define the site's development over time. Presently, it does not have windows
which limits its potential for reuse. However, windows could potentially be added facing
north without significantly altering its appearance on the site. Potential uses for the
structure could include:
• Working grain bin for a petting farm
• Lending library for gardening tools
• Limited storage
If the interior were renovated it might also serve as:
• Office for caretaker or Community Gardens

Figure 76. View of the Metal Corn Storage Bin looking west. Photo taken June 2013.
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7. Work Items and Budget Costs
Work items below relate to the Capital Costs associated with the Problems of Repair and
Potential Treatment Options that are identified in Section 5 of this report. The numbered
items refer to the Problems of Repair. Preservation Treatment Options are lettered a,
Rehabilitation Treatment Options are lettered b, and Restoration Treatment Options are
lettered c. A summary after each structure provides cumulative pricing for the three
Treatment Options for each structure.
Budget costs were developed based on discussions with specialty contractors for work on
the silos and metal corn storage bin, and a local painting contractor, as well as experience
with repair of similar structures. The contractors which provided assistance include
Marietta Silos, LLC of Marietta, Ohio (Silos R1(a) and R1(b)); R.F. Equipment, Inc. of
Upperco, Maryland (Metal Storage Bin); and Zion House Painting, LLC of Gaithersburg,
Maryland.
It is assumed that this work will be publically bid. Costs noted for individual line items
are for material and labor but assume that work on the entire structure will be completed
at one time. Mobilization costs could increase if work is completed piecemeal. Costs are
based in current dollars and will need to be adjusted for inflation and the bidding
environment at the time the work is undertaken.
The budgets below are meant to address the Problems of Repair which currently exist.
Development costs to convert the structures for other uses which may require installation
of building systems or finishes not included here would have to be developed for specific
programs and scopes of work.

Metal Corn Storage Bin – Building G1
Area – 255 sf
Problems of Repair
1. The lowest partial height ring of corrugated sheets which composes the base of the
walls is severely corroded and has numerous areas where there is no longer any panel
left.
a. Supplement with additional interior panels
$ 1,500
b. Replace ½ height panels at base
$ 3,500
c. Replace ½ height panels at base
$ 3,500
2. The existing anchorage of the silo to the concrete slab is insufficient to meet modern
updraft requirements.
a. Provide new clip angles (cost included in Item 1)
$
0
b. Provide new clip angles (cost included in Item 1)
$
0
c. Provide new clip angles (cost included in Item 1)
$
0
3. The exterior surface of the roof is uniformly corroded and no longer has any galvanic
protection. Although the roof is currently sound, if the roof does not receive
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

protection from the elements it will continue to corrode and will ultimately leak and
fail.
a. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
$ 2,500
b. Replace roof
$ 5,000
c. Replace roof
$ 5,000
There are spots where the galvanizing has failed on the wall panels.
a. Touch up areas of deteriorated galvanizing
$ 500
b. Touch up areas of deteriorated galvanizing
$ 500
c. Touch up areas of deteriorated galvanizing
$ 500
Many of the bolts are beginning to corrode.
a. Touch up bolts with galvanizing compound
$ 800
b. Replace bolts
$ 1,800
c. Touch up bolts with galvanizing compound
$ 800
There is approximately 6" of decomposing silage on the floor which creates a stench
and could attract vermin.
a. Remove silage
$ 400
b. Remove silage
$ 400
c. Remove silage
$ 400
There are no doors on the structure.
a. Leave opening without door
$
0
b. Provide new door and frame
$ 1,500
c. Provide custom doors to match originals
$ 4,000
The original UNICO sign has been removed.
a. Do not replace sign
$
0
b. Do not replace sign
$
0
c. Replicate original Unico sign
$ 1,500

Budget Range for Metal Corn Storage Bin
Preservation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Preservation Options for Metal Corn Storage Bin
Rehabilitation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Rehabilitation Options for Metal Corn Storage Bin

$5,700
1,140
6,840
1,370
8,210
1,230
$9,440

$12,700
2,540
15,240
3,050
18,290
2,740
$21,030
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Restoration Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Restoration Options for Metal Corn Storage Bin

$15,700
3,140
18,840
3,770
22,610
3,390
$26,000

Garage / Storage – Building J and Storage Shed J1
Area Building J – 635 sf
Area Shed J1 – approx.. 420 sf
Problems of Repair
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

There is a small step crack in the concrete block at the northwest corner of
Building J.
a. Re-point cracked mortar
$ 400
b. Re-point cracked mortar
$ 400
c. Re-point cracked mortar
$ 400
The sliding door to Building J is off its track and requires repairs.
a. Repair and rehang sliding door
$2,500
b. Repair and rehang sliding door
$2,500
c. Repair and rehang sliding door
$2,500
The personnel door on the southern façade of Building J is missing
and the hollow metal frame is rusted.
a. Replace door and repair frame
$1,500
b. Replace door and repair frame
$1,500
c. Replace door and repair frame
$1,500
The personnel door on the western façade of Building J is off its
hinges, hardware is missing, and the hollow metal frame is rusted.
a. Repair door and frame and replace hardware
$1,000
b. Replace door and repair frame
$1,500
c. Repair door and frame and replace hardware
$1,000
Building J is no longer electrified.
a. Leave the building without electrical power
$
0
b. Provide new electrical service to the building and re-wire
$6,000
c. Provide new electrical service to the building and re-wire
$6,000
The light fixtures in Building J are inoperable and the exterior light
fixture over the sliding door is hanging and no longer adequately
supported.
a. Re-support light fixture over sliding door
$ 500
b. Replace light fixtures
$2,500
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

c. Restore existing light fixtures
The galvanizing on the sheet metal roofing has failed on both
Buildings J and J1.
a. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
b. Replace roof
c. Provide galvanizing compound at roof. Patch hole at J1
downspout penetration.
One of the green fiberglass skylights on Building J is broken.
a. Replace green fiberglass panel
b. Replace (4) translucent fiberglass panels with modern skylights
c. Replace green fiberglass panel
The downspouts on Building J are missing.
a. Replace downspouts
b. Replace downspouts
c. Replace downspouts
There is a hole in the roof of Building J1 where the northern
downspout of Building J was located.
a. Patch roof around downspout to minimize leakage
b. If new roof is installed at Item 7, this problem will be eliminated
c. Avoid penetration of roof with new downspout
There is graffiti on the concrete block walls of Building J at both the
interior and exterior.
a. Leave graffiti at concrete block
b. Paint interior concrete block. Re-stain at exterior (cost of
exterior in item 13.)
c. Remove graffiti without re-painting or re-staining
There is graffiti on the exterior of the sliding door and remaining
personnel door.
a. Repaint doors
b. Repaint doors
c. Repaint doors
Both painted and stained exterior wall surfaces are worn.
a. Repaint and re-stain wood clapboards and trim and metalwork.
Do not re-stain concrete block
b. Repaint and re-stain wood clapboards and trim and metalwork.
Re-stain concrete block
c. Repaint and re-stain wood clapboards and trim and metalwork.
Re-stain concrete block
The debris within Building J1 is a potential haven for vermin and a
hazard.
a. Remove debris
b. Remove debris
c. Remove debris

$4,500

$12,000
$14,000
$12,500
$ 500
$4,000
$ 500
$ 400
$ 400
$ 400

$ 200
$
0
$
0

$

0

$4,000
$3,000

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$4,000
$8,000
$8,000

$ 600
$ 600
$ 600
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Budget Range for Garage / Storage – Building J and Storage Shed J1
Preservation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Preservation Options for Garage J and Storage Shed J1

$24,600
4,920
29,520
5,900
35,420
5,310
$40,730

Rehabilitation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Rehabilitation Options for Garage J and Storage Shed J1

$46,400
9,280
55,680
11,140
66,820
10,020
$76,840

Restoration Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Restoration Options for Garage J and Storage Shed J1

$41,900
8,380
50,280
10,060
60,340
9,050
$69,390

Corn Crib – Building N and attached sheds
Area Corn Crib N – 1440 sf
Area Shed N1 – 420 sf
Area Shed N2 – 170 sf
Area Shed N3 – 270 sf
Problems of Repair
1. The mortared fieldstone foundations require repointing and some minor
areas of rebuilding. The concrete facing on the northernmost foundation
wall should be removed.
a. Remove concrete facing. Repoint and rebuild stonework
b. Remove concrete facing. Repoint and rebuild stonework
c. Remove concrete facing. Repoint and rebuild stonework

$32,000
$32,000
$32,000
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2. Some of the timber framing and a few of the rafters have been damaged
due to dry rot and insect damage.
a. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques where
structural elements can be repaired. Replace severely deteriorated
structural members
b. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques where
structural elements can be repaired. Replace severely deteriorated
structural members
c. Treat all wood with borate. Use epoxy repair techniques where
structural elements can be repaired. Replace severely deteriorated
structural members
3. Some of the diagonal braces have been removed.
a. Replace diagonal braces
b. Replace diagonal braces
c. Replace diagonal braces
4. The exterior wood clapboards are in poor condition and some have
significant insect damage.
a. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
b. Replace clapboards
c. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
5. The windows are missing from the second floor granary.
a. Restore (2) and replicate (2) windows
b. Restore (2) and replicate (2) windows
c. Restore (2) and replicate (2) windows
6. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
a. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
b. Replace roof
c. Replace roof
7. The structural support for the stair to the granary has failed.
a. Re-support stair
b. Re-support stair
c. Re-support stair
8. There are missing and broken slats in the interior walls facing the
open pass-through.
a. Replace missing and repair broken slats
b. Replace missing and repair broken slats
c. Replace missing and repair broken slats
9. There is debris stored in the corn crib areas, in the pass-through, and
in the granary.
a. Sort debris. Store historic artifacts and remove junk
b. Sort debris. Store historic artifacts and remove junk
c. Sort debris. Store historic artifacts and remove junk
10. The access doors to the corn crib areas are not secure.
a. Provide hasps and locks

$15,000

$15,000

$15,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000

$18,000
$14,000
$18,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
$14,000
$16,000
$16,000
$2,500
$2,500
$2,500

$1,500
$1,500
$1,500

$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$ 200
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b. Provide hasps and locks
c. Provide hasps and locks
11. The large sliding door at the eastern end of the pass-through is not in
keeping with the historic character of the building and obscures a
significant feature of the building.
a. Remove sliding door and track
b. Remove sliding door and track
c. Remove sliding door and track
12. The building is no longer electrified.
a. Remove broken bulbs
b. Provide new electrical service and re-wire building
c. Provide new electrical service and re-wire building
13. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
a. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
b. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
c. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
14. Vegetation growing against the building is detrimental to the
building fabric.
a. Remove vegetation
b. Remove vegetation
c. Remove vegetation

$ 200
$ 200

$ 500
$ 500
$ 500
$
0
$6,000
$6,000
$8,000
$8,000
$8,000

$ 400
$ 400
$ 400

Problems of Repair for Shed N1 include:
15. The foundation under the south wall has failed.
a. Rebuild foundation wall
b. Rebuild foundation wall
c. Rebuild foundation wall
16. The framing at the south wall has bowed.
a. Straighten wall framing
b. Straighten wall framing
c. Straighten wall framing
17. There is minor damage of some wood framing due to dry rot.
a. Treat with borate and provide epoxy repairs
b. Treat with borate and provide epoxy repairs
c. Treat with borate and provide epoxy repairs
18. The access doors are in poor condition and require repair and
re-hanging.
a. Repair and re-hang doors
b. Repair and re-hang doors
c. Repair and re-hang doors
19. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
a. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
b. Replace roof
c. Replace roof

$6,000
$6,000
$6,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000

$2,500
$2,500
$2,500
$7,000
$8,000
$8,000
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20. The exterior clapboards require repair.
a. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
b. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
c. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
21. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
a. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
b. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
c. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
22. There is debris stored in the shed.
a. Sort debris. Store historic artifacts and remove junk
b. Sort debris. Store historic artifacts and remove junk
c. Sort debris. Store historic artifacts and remove junk
23. There are animal dens that have been dug into the soil.
a. Fill-in dens and compact soil
b. Fill-in dens and compact soil
c. Fill-in dens and compact soil

$3,500
$3,500
$3,500
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$ 500
$ 500
$ 500
$ 500
$ 500
$ 500

Problems of Repair for Shed N2 include:
24. The beam supporting the southern edge of the roof has sagged due to
an excessive span.
a. Install a steel plate behind the beam
b. Provide a post at mid-span
c. Install a steel plate behind the beam
25. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
a. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
b. Replace roof
c. Replace roof
26. The exterior clapboards on the east and west walls require repair.
a. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
b. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
c. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
27. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
a. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
b. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
c. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
28. Vegetation growing against the building is detrimental to the building
fabric.
a. Remove vegetation
b. Remove vegetation

$2,000
$1,000
$2,000
$1,500
$2,000
$2,000

$ 700
$ 700
$ 700
$ 500
$ 500
$ 500

$ 500
$ 500
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c. Remove vegetation

$ 500

Problems of Repair for Shed N3 include:
29. The structure is poorly framed with many undersized members.
a. Provide supplemental framing
b. Rebuild the structure
c. Provide supplemental framing
30. Some of the structure is deteriorated due to rot.
a. Treat with borate and provide epoxy repairs
b. Rebuild the structure (Cost included in Item 29b.)
c. Treat with borate and provide epoxy repairs
31. The access doors are in poor condition and require repair and re-hanging.
a. Repair and re-hang doors
b. Repair and re-hang doors
c. Repair and re-hang doors
32. The galvanic coating on the sheet metal roof has failed.
a. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
b. Replace roof
c. Replace roof
33. There are holes in the roof.
a. Repair roof
b. Replace roof (Cost included in Item 32b.)
c. Replace roof (Cost included in Item 32b.)
34. The exterior clapboards require repair.
a. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
b. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
c. Replace severely deteriorated clapboards and repair remaining
clapboards using epoxy repair techniques. Treat with borate.
35. All previously painted or stained areas are worn.
a. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
b. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
c. Re-paint and re-stain previously coated surfaces
36. There are animal dens that have been dug into the soil.
a. Fill-in dens and compact soil
b. Fill-in dens and compact soil
c. Fill-in dens and compact soil
37. Vegetation growing against the building is detrimental to the building
fabric.
a. Remove vegetation
b. Remove vegetation
c. Remove vegetation

$4,000
$8,000
$4,000
$1,500
$
0
$1,500
$1,800
$1,800
$1,800
$2,500
$3,000
$3,000
$1,000
$
0
$
0

$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$ 500
$ 500
$ 500

$ 200
$ 200
$ 200
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Budget Range for Corn Crib – Building N and attached sheds
Preservation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Preservation Options for Corn Crib N and attached sheds

$152,800
30,560
183,360
36,670
220,030
33,000
$253,030

Rehabilitation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Rehabilitation Options for Corn Crib N and attached sheds

$159,300
31,860
191,160
38,230
229,390
34,410
$263,800

Restoration Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Restoration Options for Corn Crib N and attached sheds

$161,800
32,360
194,160
38,830
232,990
34,950
$267,940
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Silos – R1(a) and R1(b)
Area Silo R1(a) – 155 sf
Area Silo R1(b) – 110 sf
Area Enclosure – approx.. 100 sf

Problems of Repair
Problems of Repair for Silo R1(a), which is the northern silo, include:
1. The roof on both the silo and chute are damaged.
a. Repair the silo and chute roofs
b. Replace the silo and chute roofs
c. Replace the silo and chute roofs
2. Many of the access doors within the chute are missing.
a. Do not provide new doors
b. Provide new chute doors
c. Provide new chute doors
3. The hardware for the access doors is rusted.
a. Clean, galvanize, and repaint hardware
b. Clean, galvanize, and repaint hardware
c. Clean, galvanize, and repaint hardware
4. There are horizontal hairline cracks evident in the exterior of the silo,
especially closer to the base.
a. These hairline cracks will be filled when exterior is re-coated
under Item 9. No additional action required.
b. These hairline cracks will be filled when exterior is re-coated
under Item 9. No additional action required.
c. These hairline cracks will be filled when exterior is re-coated
under Item 9. No additional action required.
5. Some of the steel hoops are corroded near the base of the silo within
the enclosures.
a. Replace bottom hoop and provide galvanic coating at
remaining hoops within enclosure.
b. Replace bottom hoop and provide galvanic coating at
remaining hoops within enclosure.
c. Replace bottom hoop and provide galvanic coating at
remaining hoops within enclosure.
6. There is several feet of decomposed silage in the base of the silo.
a. Remove silage
b. Remove silage
c. Remove silage
7. The interior cement parging has spalled in areas.
a. Remove loose parging
b. Remove loose parging and repair surface
c. Remove loose parging and repair surface

$25,000
$20,000
$20,000
$
0
$ 3,000
$ 3,000
$ 4,000
$ 4,000
$ 4,000

$

0

$

0

$

0

$ 2,000
$ 2,000
$ 2,000
$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$ 1,500
$ 4,500
$ 4,500
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8. The cement coating at the exterior is worn.
a. Re-coat the exterior with a white Portland cement exterior

silo coating
$25,000
b. Re-coat the exterior with a white Portland cement exterior
silo coating
$25,000
c. Re-coat the exterior with a white Portland cement exterior
silo coating
$25,000
9. The surface grading of the adjacent area directs surface storm water toward the base
of the silo.
a. Re-grade area on north and east of silos
$4,000
b. Re-grade area on north and east of silos
$4,000
c. Re-grade area on north and east of silos
$4,000
10. There is significant vegetative growth on the east side of the silo.
a. Remove vegetation
$2,000
b. Remove vegetation
$2,000
c. Remove vegetation
$2,000
Problems of Repair for the enclosure at the base of Silo R1(a) include:
11. The opening at the west is covered with plywood. A new enclosure is
required to prevent unauthorized access.
a. Provide permanent enclosure with glass and ventilation
b. Provide permanent enclosure with glass and ventilation
c. Provide permanent enclosure with glass and ventilation
12. The north concrete block wall has numerous cracks in the concrete
block masonry.
a. Re-point and fill voids solid with grout
b. Re-point and fill voids solid with grout
c. Re-point and fill voids solid with grout
13. The paint coating at the exterior is worn.
a. Repaint the exterior
b. Repaint the exterior
c. Repaint the exterior
14. The steel window lintel is rusted.
a. Provide galvanizing compound to exposed surfaces and paint
b. Provide new galvanized steel lintel
c. Provide galvanizing compound to exposed surfaces and paint
15. The steel window is rusted and the glass is missing.
a. Provide galvanizing compound and paint. Install tempered glass
b. Replace window
c. Provide galvanizing compound and paint. Install tempered glass
16. The steel lintel at the south wall has rusted away and the door frame is
missing.
a. Provide new galvanized steel lintel
b. Provide new galvanized steel lintel
c. Provide new galvanized steel lintel

$4,000
$4,000
$4,000

$2,500
$2,500
$2,500
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$ 200
$1,500
$ 200
$1,000
$1,500
$1,000

$ 700
$ 700
$ 700
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17. The interior cement wall parging is cracked.
a. Remove loose parging
b. Remove loose parging and repair surface
c. Remove loose parging and repair surface
18. The top surface of the concrete roof slab is severely weathered. The roofing
compound has worn away. There is no seal between the concrete roof slab
and the concrete staves of the silo and chute.
a. Repair surface of concrete roof, provide aluminized roof
coating and caulk joint with chute
b. Repair surface of concrete roof, provide aluminized roof
coating and caulk joint with chute
c. Repair surface of concrete roof, provide aluminized roof
coating and caulk joint with chute
19. There is charred wood ash and debris on the floor.
a. Remove debris
b. Remove debris
c. Remove debris
20. The integrally cast electrical conduits are rusting within the roof slab
and concrete block walls.
a. Leave abandoned conduits and do not provide wiring
b. Leave abandoned conduits and provide new surface mounted
conduits, wiring, and electrical fixtures
c. Leave abandoned conduits and provide new surface mounted
conduits, wiring, and electrical fixtures
21. There is no longer electrical service to the structure.
a. Leave structure without electricity
b. Provide new electric service
c. Provide new electric service

$ 400
$1,800
$1,800

$2,700
$2,700
$2,700
$ 300
$ 300
$ 300

$

0

$ 600
$ 600
$
0
$3,500
$3,500

Problems of Repair for Silo R1(b), which is the southern silo, include:
22. Two of the concrete staves at the base of the silo have holes where surface
water enters the base of the silo. There is mud in the base of the silo.
a. Repair staves and remove mud
b. Repair staves and remove mud
c. Repair staves and remove mud
23. There are approximately (30) concrete staves where the exterior surface
of the stave has spalled.
a. Do not patch spalled staves
b. Patch concrete surface of spalled staves
c. Patch concrete surface of spalled staves
24. There are approximately (60) concrete staves where the integrally cast rib
has cracked and/or spalled due to rusting of the internal steel reinforcing.
a. Fill cracks with epoxy and provide galvanizing compound
on exposed steel reinforcing

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000

$
0
$7,500
$7,500

$9,000
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b. Fill cracks with epoxy and provide galvanizing compound on
exposed steel reinforcing and restore concrete surface profile
c. Fill cracks with epoxy and provide galvanizing compound on
exposed steel reinforcing and restore concrete surface profile
25. The steel hoops exhibit surface rusting.
a. Coat with galvanizing compound and paint
b. Coat with galvanizing compound and paint
c. Coat with galvanizing compound and paint
26. Several of the hoops are disconnected.
a. Re-connect hoops
b. Re-connect hoops
c. Re-connect hoops
27. The roof of the chute is rusted.
a. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
b. Replace roof
c. Provide galvanizing compound at roof
28. Some of the access doors within the chute are missing.
a. Re-attach doors stored in silo
b. Restore existing doors and replace missing doors
c. Restore existing doors and replace missing doors
29. The hardware for the access doors is rusted.
a. Clean, galvanize, and repaint hardware
b. Clean, galvanize, and repaint hardware
c. Clean, galvanize, and repaint hardware
30. The interior cement parging has spalled in areas.
a. Remove loose parging
b. Remove loose parging and repair surface
c. Remove loose parging and repair surface
31. The paint coating at the exterior is nearly completely worn away.
a. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint
b. Coat the exterior with a white Portland cement exterior silo
Coating
c. Re-paint the exterior with a high quality vapor permeable paint
32. The surface grading of the adjacent area directs surface storm water
toward the base of the silo.
a. Re-grade area to east of silo (Cost is included in item 9.)
b. Re-grade area to east of silo (Cost is included in item 9.)
c. Re-grade area to east of silo (Cost is included in item 9.)
33. There is significant vegetative growth on the east side of the silo.
a. Remove vegetation
b. Remove vegetation
c. Remove vegetation

$18,000
$18,000
$3,000
$3,000
$3,000
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$2,000
$1,500
$1,600
$3,500
$3,500
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
$1,500
$4,500
$4,500
$13,000
$25,000
$13,000

$
$
$

0
0
0

$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
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Problems of Repair for the enclosure at the base of Silo R1(b) include:
34. The paint coating at the exterior is worn.
a. Re-paint the exterior
b. Re-paint the exterior
c. Re-paint the exterior

35. The opening at the south wall is covered with plywood and the door
frame is burnt. A new door and frame is required to prevent
unauthorized access.
a. Replace frame and provide new door
b. Replace frame and provide new door
c. Replace frame and provide new door
36. The interior cement wall parging is cracked.
a. Remove loose parging
b. Remove loose parging and repair surface
c. Remove loose parging and repair surface
37. The top surface of the concrete roof slab is severely weathered. There is
no seal between the concrete roof slab and the concrete staves of the silo
and chute.
a. Repair surface of concrete roof, provide aluminized roof
coating and caulk joint with chute
b. Repair surface of concrete roof, provide aluminized roof
coating and caulk joint with chute
c. Repair surface of concrete roof, provide aluminized roof
coating and caulk joint with chute
38. There is charred wood ash and debris on the floor.
a. Remove debris
b. Remove debris
c. Remove debris
39. The integrally cast electrical conduits are rusting within the roof slab and
concrete block walls.
a. Leave abandoned conduits and do not provide wiring
b. Leave abandoned conduits and provide new surface mounted
conduits, wiring, and electrical fixtures
c. Leave abandoned conduits and provide new surface mounted
conduits, wiring, and electrical fixtures
40. There is no longer electrical service to the structure.
a. Leave structure without electricity
b. Provide new electric service (Cost included in Item 21.)
c. Provide new electric service (Cost included in Item 21.)

$1,500
$1,500
$1,500

$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$ 600
$3,000
$3,000

$2,700
$2,700
$2,700
$ 300
$ 300
$ 300

$

0

$ 600
$ 600
$
$
$

0
0
0
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Budget Range for Silos
Preservation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Preservation Options for Silos

$122,500
24,500
147,000
29,400
176,400
26,460
$202,860

Rehabilitation Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Rehabilitation Options for Silos

$167,700
33,540
201,240
40,250
241,490
36,220
$277,710

Restoration Options
Line item costs
Contingency 20%
Sub-total
General Conditions and Profit 20%
Sub-total
Design and Bidding 15%
Total for Restoration Options for Silos

$153,400
30,680
184,080
36,820
220,900
33,140
$254,040
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8. Cyclical Maintenance
Once the deferred maintenance items have been addressed, cyclical maintenance on each
of the remaining structures will be relatively minor. The structures have received little
maintenance over the last thirty years. If the budget costs for the more expensive
treatment options are added for each of the structures, there is approximately $600,000
worth of deferred maintenance. If this was annualized over thirty years it would average
$20,000 annually. Based on the current agricultural usage, this amount seems reasonable
in 2013 dollars but will need to be adjusted in future years to account for inflation. The
structures currently do not have conditioned space or building systems which require
maintenance. If these buildings are converted for uses that require conditioned space and
building systems for uses such as toilet facilities, office space, or some other use the
annual maintenance costs will need to be adjusted accordingly.
Each structure should be inspected annually so that any maintenance issues can be noted
and addressed. Vegetation should be kept away from all the structures.
Metal Corn Storage Bin – Building G1
Once this building is repaired it should be inspected annually for signs of rust. When the
galvanized coating begins to wear and small signs of rust develop they should be
promptly touched up with galvanizing compound.
Garage / Storage – Building J and Storage Shed J1
Gutters should be cleaned twice per year. Any signs of rust in the metal roof should be
addressed as soon as possible. The clapboards and wood trim should be inspected
annually for any sign of insect infestation or rot. The building will likely require painting
every 10-15 years.
Corn Crib – Building N and attached sheds
Any signs of rust in the metal roof should be addressed as soon as possible. The framing,
clapboards and wood trim should be inspected annually for any sign of insect infestation
or rot. The building will likely require painting every 10-15 years. The foundation mortar
should be inspected and any deteriorated areas repointed. Significant pointing should not
be necessary for at least 20 years.
Silos
The design of the southern silo will have a tendency to cause rust within the embedded
steel reinforcing of the ribs which can cause cracking of the ribs. It is important that the
paint coating be maintained in good condition to inhibit moisture infiltration. The hoops
on both silos should be inspected annually for any sign of rust which can then be coated
with additional galvanizing compound. The paint coating on the southern silo may
require re-painting every 8-10 years. The cement silo coating on the northern silo should
last 25-30 years. The roof on the structure at the base of the silos should be inspected
annually and the condition of the roof coating and the caulking should be noted. Reapplication of the roof coating may be required every few years.
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